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ABSTRACT

Finite Element Modeling Of Transverse Post-tensioned Joints in Accelerated Bridge
Construction (ABC) Full-Scale Precast Bridge Deck Panels

by

Sandeep Reddy Madireddy, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2012

Major Professor: Dr. Marvin Halling
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering

The Accelerated bridge construction (ABC) techniques are gaining popularity
among the departments of transportation (DOTs) due to their reductions of on-site
construction time and traffic delays. One ABC technique that utilizes precast deck panels
has demonstrated some advantages over normal cast-in-place construction, but has also
demonstrated some serviceability issues such as cracks and water leakage to the
transverse joints. Some of these problems are addressed by applying longitudinal
prestressing.
This thesis evaluates the service and ultimate capacities in both flexure and shear,
of the finite element models of the post-tensioned system currently used by Utah
Department of Transportation (UDOT) and a proposed curved-bolt system to confirm the
experimental results. The panels were built and tested under negative moment in order to
investigate a known problem, namely, tension in the deck concrete. Shear tests were
performed on specimens with geometry designed to investigate the effects of high shear
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across the joint. The curved-bolt connection not only provides the necessary compressive
stress across the transverse joint but also makes future replacement of a single deck panel
possible without replacing the entire deck.
Load-deflection, shear-deflection curves were obtained using the experimental
tests and were used to compare with the values obtained from finite element analysis. In
flexure, the ultimate load predicted by the finite element model was lower than the
experimental ultimate load by 1% for the post-tensioned connection and 3% for the
curved-bolt connection. The shear models predicted the ultimate shear reached, within
5% of the experimental values. The cracking pattern also matched closely. The yield and
cracking moment of the curved-bolt connection predicted by the finite element model
were lower by 13% and 2%, respectively, compared to the post-tensioned connection in
flexure.

(116 pages)
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Public Abstract
Finite Element Modeling of Transverse Post-tensioned Joints in Accelerated Bridge
Construction (ABC) Full-Scale Precast Bridge Deck Panels
by
Sandeep Reddy Madireddy
Accelerated bridge construction (ABC) techniques are popular among the department of
transportations (DOTs). Innovative design and construction methods and high
performance materials are used to reduce the typical bridge construction timeline without
sacrificing bridge quality. The goal of accelerated bridge construction is to open a costeffective, long-lasting bridge to traffic with increased safety and reduced traffic
disruption in a shortened construction period. Accelerated bridge construction majorly
uses steel-concrete composite bridges with full depth precast decks which has two types
of connections, shear connection between steel girder and precast deck and transverse
joint between precast panels. Longitudinal prestress is applied to prevent crack and water
leakage to transverse joints, which otherwise would decrease the life of the bridge
considerably. The post-tensioned connection currently used is effective in strengthening
the transverse joint, but once this post-tensioning system is installed it makes it very
difficult to replace individual deck sections that begin to fail.
This thesis proposes and evaluates the curved-bolt connection which is aimed to provide
the necessary posttensioning as well as make the deck replacement possible. To compare
the capacities of both the connections, a negative bending flexure test and shear test is
performed for both the connections has been done. The negative bending test is chosen
because the concrete slab is subjected to tensile force and the steel profile to
compression. This leads to slab cracking in tension and steel profile buckling in
compression. An improved test setup was used to capture the shear stresses in both the
connections to compare their capacities in shear.
Load-deflection, shear-deflection curves were obtained using the experimental tests and
were used to compare with the values obtained from finite element analysis. In flexure,
the ultimate load predicted by the finite element model was lower than the experimental
ultimate load by 1% for the post-tensioned connection and 3% for the curved-bolt
connection. The shear models predicted the ultimate shear reached, within 5% of the
experimental values. The cracking pattern also matched closely. The yield and cracking
moment of the curved-bolt connection predicted by the finite element model were lower
by 7% and 2%, respectively, compared to the post-tensioned connection in flexure.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1

Introduction
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques have become increasingly

popular in recent years. The goal of Accelerated Bridge Construction is to build costeffective, long-lasting bridges and bridge component with increased safety and reduced
traffic disruption Many state transportation departments have adopted ABC techniques in
one form or other. Innovative design and construction methods coupled with highperformance materials are used to reduce the typical bridge construction timeline without
sacrificing bridge quality. One type of Accelerated Bridge Construction technique uses
full depth precast concrete deck that utilizes shear connections between steel girders and
precast deck in addition to transverse joints between the precast panels. Cracking
significantly decreases the service life of the bridge, specifically to the deck and the
girders due to corrosion. Deck cracking may also damage any costly overlay. To prevent
this cracking and potential water leakage it has become a common practice to posttension the deck systems longitudinally. Previous studies (Issa et al. 1995a,b; Sullivan
2003) have shown that post-tensioned type connections are effective in strengthening the
transverse joint and reducing cracking. However, it was found that although this
connection performs well, it is a difficult system to construct and maintain (Porter et al.
2011). Additionally, once this post-tensioning system is installed, it is difficult to replace
individual deck sections should that be required.
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This paper presents an alternate connection to the standard post-tensioned
connection. This new connection detail is designed to provide compression at the joint,
while also allowing for rapid replacement of an individual panel should the need arise.
The study includes laboratory testing of a fill-scale post-tension system and the proposed
curved-bolt connection along with the finite element validation of both the connection
details. All panels were tested in negative bending and shear. Cracking and ultimate
bending moments are determined experimentally for both connection types, compared
and validated using nonlinear finite-element models. Similarly, the cracking pattern and
ultimate shear strengths were experimentally and analytically determined using the shear
specimens. The negative bending test was selected because the composite beams are
affected by the negative moments at the support regions. This loading results in less than
optimal behavior because the concrete slab is subjected to tensile stress (Dekker et
al.1995). This leads to slab cracking and reduction in continuity increasing the
deflections, and making the structural behavior strongly nonlinear even for low stress
levels (Manfredi et al.1999). Additionally, the compression in steel girder may lead to
local buckling of the bottom flange and/or the web.
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1.2

Literature Review

Nethercot (2002)
In structural engineering research, the issues of real concern nowadays are so
complex and involve so many interacting facets, that their resolution through the
development of soundly based, genuine understanding of cause and effect inevitably
requires a combination of approaches. The two major tools are experimentation and
theory, with the latter most often expressed nowadays in numerical terms.
This paper tells us the importance of intelligent combination of experimental and
numerical studies as being essential if structural engineering research is to provide basis
for real improvements to practice. This task is mostly accomplishes through a set of
research examples citing the importance of carefully validating the numerical model
(FEA) with the experimental results, then using the numerical model to study the
dependence of the model under study on different parameters. This procedure not only
economical, saving the money for additional experimental setups, but also saves a lot of
the valuable research time.
Thus it can be concluded that taking into account that numerical models should be
based on reliable test results, experimental and numerical/theoretical analyses
complement each other in the investigation of a particular structural phenomenon.
Abdollahi (1996)
The paper addresses the complementary nature of the experimental and analytical
approach to develop and understand a phenomena in engineering science. For any type of
structure, the more complicated its structural geometric configuration is, the more a
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computer-based numerical solution becomes necessary. The experimental investigations
are shown to be time consuming, capital intensive and even often impractical and only
simple problems can be experimentally investigated. It is also obvious that analytical
investigation cannot be performed without reliable experimental results. The FEM is now
firmly accepted as a very powerful general technique for the numerical solution of a
variety of problems encountered in engineering. For concrete structures in particular,
because of complexities of concrete behavior in tension and compression together with
integrity of concrete and steel, extreme difficulties are encountered in modeling and
obtaining closed form solutions, even for very simple problems. Nonlinear elastic
concrete models have been extensively used in FEA of RC structures with varying
degrees of success. It was shown that the major nonlinearities of a typical concrete
structure are often caused by cracking, a FEA analysis which uses a better constitutive
model for the crack handling predicts the results better. This is demonstrated by the
author using a NFAP program. It can be concluded that a stable and objective analytical
solution can be obtained for a RC structure if certain aspects of crack handling are
employed effectively.
Barbosa and Ribeiro (1998)
The author discusses about the practical application of nonlinear material models
in the analysis of reinforced concrete structures. He investigates the performance of a
reinforced concrete model, analyzed using the general purpose finite element code
ANSYS. The response of this model to some variations made in the material model, its
impact on the results is discussed.
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The main obstacle to finite element analysis of reinforced concrete structures is
the difficulty in characterizing the material properties. Due mainly to the complexity of
the composite nature of the material, proper modeling of such structures is a challenging
task Despite great advances in plasticity, damage theory, fracture mechanics, a realistic
model to predict the behavior of reinforced concrete structures is still lacking. However
the material model employed by ANSYS has been proven to be successful in replicating
the behavior of concrete to a certain extent.
A simply supported reinforced concrete beam subjected to uniform distributed
loading has been analyzed. Only longitudinal reinforcement has been considered. The
results of the analyses performed using ANSYS were compared to a load-deflection
curves determined from moment-curvature relationship derived analytically. Solid
elements, which support the concrete model have been used in the beam modeling. Two
types of reinforcement have been considered in the study: one adopting truss bars as
discrete reinforcement connecting solid elements nodes; and the other composed uniquely
of solid elements, some of which contained a smeared reinforcement.
Each mesh has been analyzed four times, according to four different material
models. The first model considered linear elastic behavior for both concrete and steel,
with cracking and crushing of concrete enabled. The second model considered an elasticplastic model based on Drucker-Prager yield criterion, with crushing option disabled for
concrete. The third model adopted a multilinear uniaxial stress-strain curve with a von
Mises yielding criterion to represent the compressive behavior of concrete with the
crushing option disabled, the steel still followed the elastic-plastic model. The fourth
model was similar to the third except that the crushing was enabled for concrete.
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All the models performed similarly until the service load was reached, the models
containing the smeared reinforcement presented a smoother transition in the phase of
stiffness degradation. The first model in both the reinforcement types reached failure as
soon as the failure surface has been reached by the compressed concrete, thus could not
converge to a solution anymore. The second model with discrete reinforcement failed
before reaching ultimate load due the crushing of compressed concrete. Comparing the
elastoplastic models with work hardening in compression and discrete reinforcement, the
one with crushing enabled failed prematurely while the one without crushing generated a
complete load-deflection diagram as the failure was determined by the yielding of the
reinforcing steel as desired. The same trend was followed by the smeared reinforced
counterparts modeled using elastoplastic behavior.
It can be concluded that regardless of the reinforcement representation, and
despite the good concrete elastoplastic model behavior, models combining crushing and
plasticity have presented a quite early loss in convergence. This suggests the existence of
some kind of incompatibility between yielding and failure in ANSYS concrete model.
Dahamani (2010)
The goal of this study was to capture the different phases of the FE model
behavior, from initial cracking, yielding of steel until failure of the concrete beam. The
applicability of the ANSYS software for analyzing and predicting the crack patterns in
the reinforced concrete beam is also discussed. The advantage of performing numerical
simulation instead of experimental tests in saving time and costs is also discussed.
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The author chose ANSYS over ABAQUS, STRAND7, MSC NASTRAN because
ANSYS provides a three-dimensional element (SOLID65) with a nonlinear model of
brittle materials similar to the concrete materials. SOLID65 employs a smeared crack
analogy for cracking in tension zones and a plastic algorithm to take into account the
concrete crushing in compressive zones. It is eight-node solid isoparametric element with
the integration points for the cracking and crushing checks. The linear elastic behavior
governs the analyses until exceeding either the specified tensile or compressive strength
values. Once the principal stresses at the integration points reach the tensile or
compressive strength, the cracking or crushing of concrete elements can be formed. Then,
the cracked or crushed regions will form in perpendicular with the locally redistributed
residual stresses to the direction of principal stress. These require the nonlinear iterative
solution with high performance computer. A value of 0.3 was used as the shear transfer
coefficient in this study.
The stresses, deflection of the beam experienced just before the first crack was
compared between the theoretical and FE model to see the performance of the FE model
in the linear region. The FE model values matched up well with those of the theoretical
values. The comparison of the behavior in the nonlinear region of response, beyond the
first crack shows that the crack grows in the constant moment region and the beam starts
cracking out towards the support, also diagonal cracks start to form at higher loads. this
was followed by the growth of the cracks in the constant moment region, ultimately
reaching the top of the beam which led to the failure.
It can be concluded that the load applied to cause initial cracking of the reinforced
concrete beam well correlates with hand calculations, flexural failure of the reinforced
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concrete beam is adequately modeled using a finite element package, and the load applied
at failure is very close to hand-calculated results. The failure model of concrete adopted
by the commercial code ANSYS is adequate to determine the nonlinear behavior of
reinforced concrete structures.
Queiroz et al. (2007)
This research focused on evaluating the behavior of the full and partial shear
connections in composite beams using the commercial finite element (FE) software
ANSYS. The proposed three-dimensional FE model was able to simulate the overall
flexural behavior of simply supported composite beams subjected to either concentrated
or uniformly distributed loads. The reliability of the model was demonstrated by
comparisons with experiment results obtained by Chapman and Balakrishnan (1964) and
with alternative numerical analyses performed by Gattesco (1999), Pi et al. (2006), and
El-Lobody and Lam (2003). This is followed by an extensive parametric study aimed at
analyzing the sensitivity of response of the model to variability of key component
characteristics, including material properties and shear stud layout using the calibrated FE
model.
The level of connection and interaction between the steel section and concrete
determines the behavior and design of the composite beams. The case in which the
connection between components is able to fully resist the forces applied to it is termed as
full shear connection, while the case in which the interconnection cannot resist all the
forces applied is termed as partial shear connection. The use of partial shear connection is
more realistic and provides the opportunity to achieve a better match of applied and
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resisting moment and some economy in the provision of connectors.
Queiroz et al. (2007) discussed the importance of the finite element models to
properly represent the constituent parts, adopt adequate elements and use appropriate
solution techniques to obtain reliable results up to failure. Proper modeling of the
interaction between different components, as well as the interface behavior has to be done
to take care of the significant nonlinear effects in the behavior of composite beams. In
this study, a three-dimensional finite element model of the composite beam with all the
associated nonlinearities was created using the software ANSYS. The finite element
types considered in the model are elastic-plastic shell (SHELL43) and solid (SOLID65)
elements for the steel section and the concrete slab, respectively, and nonlinear springs
(COMBIN39) to represent the shear connectors. Both longitudinal and transverse
reinforcing bars are modeled as smeared throughout the solid finite elements. A
multilinear isotropic hardening relationship, using the von Mises yield criterion coupled
with an isotropic work hardening assumption was used to define the material properties
for concrete and steel. The concrete element shear transfer coefficient considered were
0.2 for open crack and 0.6 for closed crack. The concentrated loads were applied using
the displacement control strategy where as the uniformly distributed loads are applied
using the load control strategy. The failure mode of stud failure, slab crushing was
defined based on the bounds defined on the concrete compressive strains.
The finite element model effectively predicted the load-deflection response for
beams subjected to concentrated or uniformly distributed loads, longitudinal slip at the
concrete-steel interface, shear force carried by the studs and the mode of failure. These
results compared satisfactorily with the test and numerical results. A parametric study of
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the concrete compressive strengths revealed that it had an influence on the overall
stiffness of the of system, ultimate moment capacity, also on the stud forces. A sensitivity
study focused on the assessment of the influence of small variations in key input
parameters such as the concrete and steel material properties revealed that web yield
stress was the main structural parameter influencing the definition of the overall shape of
the load-deflection curve of the composite beans analyzed. It was also found that, by
decreasing the level of shear connection, the composite system becomes more flexible,
with reduced strength and stiffness.
Zona and Ranzi (2010)
The objective of this paper is to evaluate the ability of finite element formulations
of three different composite beam models with partial interaction to predict the nonlinear
response of composite structures and validate these results with the experimental results
available in literature. The beam models considered are the EB–EB (Newmark) model
(i.e., two Euler–Bernoulli beams coupled with a deformable shear connection), the EB–T
model (i.e., an Euler–Bernoulli beam and a Timoshenko beam coupled with a deformable
shear connection where the Timoshenko model is used for the lower component), and the
T–T model (i.e., two Timoshenko beams coupled with a deformable shear connection).
All the three model are displacement based formulations.
The author highlights that the relative displacement between the steel beam and
the reinforced concrete slab (partial interaction) requires to be included in the numerical
model for an adequate representation of the composite response because this relative
movement is due to the deformability of the interface shear connection which can be
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responsible for the structural collapse and, because of this, its behavior needs to be
included in the modeling.
The finite elements adopted in this study for nonlinear analysis are: (i) lockingfree EB–EB elements previously presented by Dall`Asta and Zona (2002); (ii) extension
to nonlinear analysis of locking-free EB–T elements for linear analysis previously
introduced by Razni and Zona (2007); (iii) a new locking-free T–T element proposed in
this paper. In this study, for EB-EB and EB-T composite beam models, a nonlinear
constitutive law is adopted for concrete under compression while, in tension, a linear law
up to its tensile strengths is followed by a descending constitutive law as proposed by
Saenz (1964) and Elastic–perfect plastic-hardening constitutive law stated by Dall`Asta
and Zona (2002) is utilized for the reinforcing bars embedded in the concrete slab. For TT composite beam, the concrete was modeled using a simple biaxial constitutive model
similar to the one adopted by Martini and Spacone (2006), the reinforcement was
modeled similar to the one used in other models. A uniaxial, bilinear elastic-plastic
constitutive model is adopted for steel in EB-EB model. For EB-T and T-T, a biaxial,
bilinear elastic-plastic constitutive law with a Von Mises yield condition similar to the
one used by Bruneau et al. (1998) was used for modeling steel. The material description
of the shear connection required by all three composite beam models is based on the
relationship between the slip and the interface shear force proposed by Ollgaard et al.
(1971).
Based on the results of the nonlinear analysis of the composite beams failing in
bending it is observed that the three beam models give a very good approximation of
experimental test results. Based on the results of the nonlinear analysis of the composite
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beams failing in shear it is observed that the EB–EB model significantly overestimates
the peak strength of the experimental tests that essentially fall between the predictions of
the EB–T model and the predictions of the T–T model.
Korkess et al. (2009)
This work deals with the behavior of the structural continuous composite steelconcrete beams under negative moment. A finite element model was formulated using the
software ANSYS and compared, validated with the experimental results obtained by
Fabbrocino and Pecce (1998). The finite element model is able to simulate the overall
flexural behavior of the composite beams. This work covers study of the trends in the
load-deflection behavior, longitudinal slip at the steel-concrete interface, and the
distribution of the studs.
A simply supported inverted composite steel-concrete beam tested by Fabbrocino
and Pecce (1998) was selected for analysis using ANSYS. The reinforced concrete slab is
800 mm wide and 120 mm thick, the steel component of the cross section is a standard,
compact HEB with profile height 180 mm. The headed studs have been used as the shear
connection between the steel profile and the concrete slab. Three different configurations
of the shear studs have been used. Beam type A has 20 shear studs uniformly distributed
in a single row along the beam, beam type B has 20 shear studs but concentrated at the
ends on two rows. Beam type C has 8 shear connectors uniformly distributed along the
beam. It can be seen that the beam type A and B have been designed for full interaction
where as the beam type C has been designed for partial interaction. The load has been
applied the beam mid span using an electro-hydraulic actuator.
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For the finite element model, the element types considered were SHELL43 for
steel section, SOLID65 for the concrete slab, COMBIN 39 and LINK8 to simulate the
shear connection, the reinforcement was given using a smeared approach. Von Mises
yield criterion with isotropic hardening rule (multi-linear work hardening material) is
used to represent the steel beam (flanges and web) behavior, Von Mises yield criterion
with bilinear isotropic hardening rule is also used for the reinforcing steel bars. The
concrete slab behavior is modeled by a multi-linear isotropic hardening relationship,
using Von Mises yield criterion coupled with an isotropic work hardening assumption,
shear transfer coefficients considered are 0.2 for open cracks and 0.6 for closed cracks,
crushing capability of the concrete is disabled to improve convergence. The failure mode
of stud failure, slab crushing was defined based on the bounds defined on the concrete
compressive strains.
The load-deflection curves comparing the experimental and theoretical results
showed that for type A and B, the theoretical deflections were about 26% less than the
experimental results. This behavior was attributed to the fact that there was local buckling
resulting in a torsional deformation of the steel beam, whereas type C shows a loss of
load and deflection corresponding to the fracture of the headed studs that marks the
collapse of the connection of the composite system. Local buckling of the steel profile
took place too, but occurred after the premature failure of the connectors. The loaddeflection curves of the three beams were in proper agreement up to the yield load, but
the post-elastic behavior seemed to be dependent on the arrangement of the shear
connectors.
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The ductility at the maximum load condition of all the three beams was found to
be same, whereas the ductility at the ultimate deflection condition showed that type A
and B had the same value which was much higher than that of type C mainly due to the
stud failure. The yielding zone for type B was spread over a larger length, whereas that of
type A was localized around the midspan due to the shear stud arrangement. The plastic
zone was larger in type C than the extension observed for beam type A, but the
development of this plastic process was limited by the failure of this connectors. The
Profile-slabs was also shown to be dependent on the shear stud distribution. The trend
observed showed that, in spite of the same interaction level in type A and B, the slips
differed considerably at the center region where the shear connectors were not provided
for type B, whereas the type C has greater slips due to the interaction level it was
designed for.
The measure of the profile-slab uplifts showed that the differential deflections
were quite negligible at the connected region, but were considerably more at the
unconnected part of the beam. The differential deflections were also shown to assume
positive and negative values, confirming the torsional effects due to local buckling,
especially for type B. The beam stiffness is influenced by the connection deformability
even under serviceability conditions, pointing out that the reduction of the stiffness of the
shear connectors when the concrete is cracked could not be negligible.
Issa et al. (2007)
The objective of this research was to investigate the constructability and the
structural behavior of a prefabricated, full-depth, precast bridge deck slab system.
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Serviceability and functionality of the precast concrete deck slab panels, behavior of
transverse joints and shear connectors, the effect of the longitudinal posttensioning on the
behavior of the transverse joints in negative and positive moment regions are the most
important aspects addresses in this research.
A full-scale two-span, two-lane, continuous prototype, full-depth bridge system,
18ft (5.5m) wide, 82ft (25m) long with two equal span lengths, with a panel thickness of
8in (200m) was used in this study. All the components were designed according to the
AASHTO standards. All the panels were post-tensioned longitudinally across the
transverse joint using the using posttensioning strands and bars. The effective
posttensioning at the central support was 500psi. This assembly of the precast decks was
mounted on three steel beams, connected by shear studs welded to the beams, by the
grouted shear pockets to the decks to obtain a composite action. The beams were simply
supported at both ends, and fixed at the interior support.
A testing bed 22ft (6.7m) wide and 100ft (30.5m) long was used. A total of four
rigid loading frames were designed and fabricated to simulate the effect of truck loading
producing a maximum positive moment in the first span and a maximum negative
moment over the interior central support using two loading frames for each loading case.
The structural response of the bridge system was monitored and recorded continuously by
the data acquisition system. Linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs) were used
under the loading location to measure the deflections. The strain gages were placed at the
top and bottom of the slab, throughout the depth of the middle steel beam, and some were
embedded in the concrete panels prior to the casting process. Hydraulic rams and rigid
loading frames were used to apply loads to the bridge. The service, overload, and
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ultimate load tests were performed. In all the load cases, the strain distribution across the
composite section indicated that the system maintained full composite action at all stages
of the loading without any noticeable cracking or separation in transverse joints or
Haunch-slab connections.
Nonlinear Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was carried out to support the
experimental results and for further analysis. The software ANSYS, Version 9 was used
for the FEA. The symmetry in the bridge system and in the applied maximum negative
and positive moment was used, thus half of the bridge with proper boundary conditions
was modeled. SOLID65 was used for concrete, SOLID45 was used for the steel beams,
supporting and loading plates, LINK8 was used for reinforcement and LINK 10 was used
for the post-tensioned systems and shear studs. The FEA results matched up closely with
those obtained from the experimental results. The ultimate load predicted by FEA was
within 7.8% and 4.8% difference compared to the positive and negative moment tests
performed experimentally. The strain values obtained through FEA confirmed the
composite action shown in experimental testing. FEA also confirmed that the
posttensioning of 500psi (3.45 MPa) at the maximum negative moment region was
reasonable to secure the tightness of the transverse joints.
Julander (2009)
The objective of this research was to test the five different types of transverse
connections introduced between two precast panel with a basic female-female shear
keyway. Two of these connections, the post-tensioned connection, welded tie connection
using shear studs are the standard connections used by the Utah Department of
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Transportation. The other three connections were a welded tie connection using shear
studs, two prototype connections called the curved-bolt connection one of 24 inch length
and 1 inch diameter bolt and the other 36 inch length and 7/8 inch diameter bolt. A
posttensioning force of 300psi was applied across the face of the connection for the posttensioned and the curved-bolt connection. These connections were tested for performance
in flexure and shear. The flexural specimens were 72 inches long, 18 inches wide, and
8.75 inches wide, the shear specimens consist of a 6 inch wide section of the connection
with a depth of 8.75 inches.
Finite element program ANSYS 11 was used to create and analyze the models of
all tested connections. The element used to model concrete and grout was SOLID65,
which is a eight node 3D solid element. A smeared reinforcement approach was to model
the reinforcement, volume ratio and the angle of reinforcement are used to input the
amount and orientation respectively of the reinforcement. The linear material properties
used were the modulus of elasticity and the Poisson’s ratio and a stress-strain curve
following a bilinear isotropic hardening, the nonlinear material model was the concrete
model which predicts the failure of brittle materials. Tensile cracking stress which
defines the failure surface in tension was input to the value obtained from tensile test on
concrete cylinders. The crushing option was turned off to achieve better convergence.
Shear transfer coefficient for open crack was taken as 0.2, and for the closed crack a
value of 0.6 was used. Stress relaxation was included to facilitate gradual reduction of the
stress at the node when a crack occurs, thus helping in convergence. Grout was also
modeled similarly.
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LINK8 elements were used to model the smeared reinforcement inside the
concrete. The cross sectional area of the element was taken care by a real constant input.
The material model used was a linear model with a modulus of elasticity and Poisson`s
ratio input, the nonlinear model was given to follow bilinear isotropic hardening rule.
SOLID45 are the eight node 3D solid elements used to model the bearing plates in this
study, the material properties given were similar to the linear properties given for the
LINK8 element.
The contact between the concrete and the grout surface is modeled using the
target element TARGET170 and the contact element CONTACT173. For the
CONTACT173 element, the initial full bond setting was assumed, the separation between
the concrete and grout is modeled using the cohesive zone material model. Penalty
method of contact algorithm was used to control the stiffness of the contact, this was
achieved mainly using the normal penalty stiffness factor (FKN). The value of FKN was
varied to match the contact stiffness for the five different connections as well as to take
care of the difference in the contact between the shear and the flexure panels. A static
analysis was performed for each of the models and a full Newton-Raphson method was
used for the nonlinear analysis.
For the five connections tested in flexure, the cracking moment of the posttensioned connection was within 10%, the 36 inch curved-bolt connection was within
4%, the welded stud was within 2%, the welded rebar was within 20% of the
experimental observation, but the 24 inch curved-bolt did not have good correlation in the
cracking moment with experimental observation. But the moment-deflection obtained
from the finite element model closely follow the laboratory tested results. it was also
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observed that the internal cracking of the welded tie connections have a lower cracking
moment, and ultimate strength depends more on the concrete strength. The connections
with posttensioning crack at higher loads, and depend more on the bond strength between
the concrete and grout. For the four connections tested in shear, the cracking load of the
non-post-tensioned connection was within 10%, the unreinforced welded tie connection
was within 2% of the average cracking load of the tested specimens. The other two did
nor correlate properly in cracking predicted but all the shear force-deflection curves
obtained from the finite element models matched closely with the experimental results.
Issa et al. (1995b)
The research on field performance of precast deck bridges done by Issa et al.
(1995b) showed that the bridges without posttensioning performed poorly and show
significant signs of cracking, debonding as well as leaking and rusting away the super
structure below. Therefore, it was determined that it is preferable to keep the joints
compressive during the service life of the bridge in order to prevent cracking and leakage
at the joints. It was also concluded that the bridge decks with female-to-female joints and
openings at the top and bottom experienced very few problems.
Porter et al. (2011a,b)
The research involved testing of post-tensioned joint connections, with
posttensioning applied using two different types of curved-bolts. The two types of
curved-bolts differed in length and diameter. Two panels were jointed together forming a
female-to-female joint that was grouted and post-tensioned using the curved-bolt
connections. The test specimen then underwent a positive bending test through the use of
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a four point test apparatus setup. Porter et al. (2011a) concluded that the curved-bolts
failed at higher flexural loads than non post-tensioned connections and could be used as a
viable type of posttensioning but also stated that the curved-bolt geometry plays a
specific role in its behavior. It was also noted that the longer curved-bolt, the 36 in.
anchor point to anchor point proved to perform better, resisting higher loads than the 24
in. curved-bolt.
Swenty (2009)
He concluded this based on a research carried out on two cast-in-place and four
post-tensioned joints to investigate the transverse joints and blockouts on full depth
concrete bridge deck panels. Each joint was tested on a full scale two girder setup in
negative bending with a simulated HS-20 vehicle. He also suggested that the tensile
strength of the joint shall be reduced to 1.5 multiplied by the square root of the weakest
compressive strength of the concrete and grout to prevent joint cracking.
Robert (2007)
This research included full scale full depth testing. Four different type of
transverse joint configurations with both posttensioning and non-tensioned applications
were tested for shearing ultimate capacities. The four joints tested included the butt joint,
shear key, angular corrugated and round corrugated. It was found that posttensioning the
joints greatly increased the shear capacities of the transverse joints. In three of the four
different joints the shear capacities of the non-tension joints resulted in more than half the
ultimate capacities of the post-tensioned specimen ultimate capacities. It was very evident
through this research posttensioning significantly increases the shear strength of a joint.
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CHAPTER 2
PERFORMANCE OF PRECAST BRIDGE DECK PANEL TRANSVERSE
CONNECTIONS UNDER NEGATIVE BENDING AND SHEAR
2.1
2.1.1

Experimental Testing
Flexure Testing
Two types of transverse post-tensioned connections were constructed. All the

specimens constructed for this research utilized a female-to-female connection for the
keyway portion of the joint that was filled with a flowable grout. The female-to-female
connection was chosen because it provides easy access for grouting as well as effective
shear link panels to effectively transfer shear loads (Issa et al., 2003). Longitudinal post
tensioning was designed to provide a compressive stress of 2.07 MPa (300 psi) at the
transverse joint in both types of deck specimens tested.
The first type of connection that was constructed was a standard post-tensioned
connection. This system consisted of multiple lengths of high strength, threaded rod with
a minimum diameter of 3.49 cm (1.38 in.), and an ultimate strength of 1034.2 MPa (150
ksi). Each tension rod was anchored by a 4.44 cm (1.75 in.) steel plate that provided a
minimum of 322.58 cm2 (50 in2.) of anchor bearing area (UDOT, 2008). The posttensioning conduit of 5.08 cm (2 in.) diameter was provided using corrugated steel tubing
to accommodate the post tensioning. The longitudinal post-tensioning was placed in
pairs. While one rod links a deck panel to an adjacent panel the other rod links the deck
panel to an opposite adjacent deck panel. This staggering of the post-tensioning rods
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benefited construction feasibility because their lengths were minimized (Fig. 2.1 (a) and
2.1 (c)).
The second type of post-tension system constructed and tested for this research
was a curved-bolt connection (Fig. 2.1(b) and 2.1(d)). The primary purpose of the
curved-bolt connection was to provide the required post-tensioning force at the transverse
bridge joints in the deck. The connection detail allowed linking of the deck panels to be
focused on individual panels rather than the entire deck and provides a means of single
deck panel replacement.

a) Post-tensioned Connection (Plan view)

c) Post-tensioned Connection (Detail)
Figure 2.1

Flexural specimen.

b) Curved-bolt Connection (Plan View)

d) Curved-bolt Connection (Detail)
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This connection also allows very rapid post-tensioning from the top of the deck
only. Alternatively, post-tensioning could be performed completely from below the deck.
Previous research and testing by Porter et al. (2011a) found that the joint capacity was a
function of the radius of the curved-bolts, ultimate strength, length and bearing area.
Based on this study, a curved-bolt with a 91.44 cm (36 in) horizontal anchor dimension
and a diameter of 2.24 cm (0.88 in) was selected. The curved-bolts were constructed
using a grade B7 thread rod with ultimate stress of 827.4 MPa (120 ksi). Two bolts were
designed to run parallel to each other in order to reduce the total number of post-tension
anchor areas.
The full scale flexure deck specimens were designed to undergo negative bending
and therefore were made composite prior to testing (Fig. 2.2). Composite behavior was

Figure 2.2

Flexural panels.
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accomplished through the use of shear stud block-outs in the deck and nelson shear studs
welded to the steel girder. The design and details of the shear stud block-outs, studs, and
reinforcement used on the flexure specimens was designed to comply with standard
details of Accelerated Bridge Construction (Fig. 2.3).
2.1.1.1

Specimen Construction
The deck specimens were built and tested at the System Materials and Structural

Health (SMASH) laboratory at Utah State University. The mild reinforcement was
placed, followed by the post-tension conduits, shear block-outs, and strain gauges. A total
of twenty 120-ohm strain gauges were placed in each panel. Twelve (six on each mat
layer) gauges were applied at the transverse section located 25.4 cm (10 in.) from the

Figure 2.3

Deck panel reinforcing, block-out spacing and strain gauge placement.
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transverse joint edge. The remaining eight gauges (four on each layer) were attached at
the mid-span of each panel. After the reinforcement, strain gauges and connections were
positioned, concrete was placed. The concrete used had a specified compressive strength
of 27.6 MPa (4 ksi) at 28 days. Deck panels were placed on two W690 X 240 (W27 X
161) steel beams each of 609.6 cm (20 ft.) length. Each beam had three stiffeners, located
at the mid-span and 228.6 cm (7.5 ft.) from the mid-span in each direction. The beams
were spaced at 182.88 cm (6 ft.). The cured precast panels were placed symmetrically on
the steel girders. All three post tension rods on the post-tension specimen and three out of
the six curved-bolts for the curved-bolt system were also equipped with 120 ohm strain
gauges. After the panels were aligned, nelson shear studs were welded to the girders, the
studs used were 15.24 cm (6 in.) long and had a diameter of 2.24 cm (0.88 in.). The
surface of the transverse joint was pressure washed thoroughly to remove the finish layer
and expose the aggregate. Once the concrete aggregate was exposed, water was placed on
the joint periodically for a few hours before applying grout to prevent the concrete from
absorbing the water in the grout. Prior to grouting the haunches and shear pockets, posttensioning of the deck panels was required so that there was minimal cracking and
debonding between the panels and girders during the post-tensioning process. The posttensioning was performed using a calibrated torque wrench, multiplier and socket. The
curved-bolts received a torque of 1.33 kN·m (0.98 kip·ft) while the 3.5 cm (1.38 in.)
diameter post-tension rod specimens received a torque of 3.12 kN·m (2.3 kip·ft) to ensure
a compressive stress across the joint of 2.07 MPa (300 psi). The post-tensioning was
followed by grouting of the haunch and shear pockets. The grout was then allowed cure
to obtain the specified design strength of 34.5 MPa (5 ksi).
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2.1.1.2

Testing Protocol
The test apparatus was designed using spherical bearings as reaction points for the

test specimens. These reactions were designed to perform like pin connections. Fig. 2.4 is
an elevation view of the test setup for the flexure specimens. Spherical bearings were
place at mid-span and 15.24 cm (0.5 ft) from the edge of the concrete deck. The test
specimens were attached directly over the end reaction/bearing and through the strong
floor. Connecting the bridge system to the strong floor directly over the bearing reaction
created a pin-type support while at mid-span the bearing reaction was a roller-type
support. These reactions created a cantilevered end that was positioned under a reaction
frame where two hydraulic, 2491 kN (250 ton) capacity rams were positioned directly
above the girders. Applying the load at the end of the bridge system created negative
bending with the greatest moment occurring at the mid-span of the test specimen.

Figure 2.4

Deck elevation view.
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Instrumentation for maintaining specimen behavior during the flexural tests was
applied as shown in Fig. 2.3. Loads were applied to the cantilevered end in predefined
increments. Every load was applied twice in a testing series to ensure consistency with
the data.
2.1.2

Shear Testing
Joint and post-tensioning details identical to the flexural specimens were

constructed for shear specimens. The female-to-female joint dimensions were identical to
the flexure specimens. Joint preparation complied with typical DOT and grout
manufacturer’s specification. The shear deck panels were decreased in length in the
longitudinal direction, as the required longitudinal length was only to accommodate the
post-tension ducts and rods. This was done to provide an effective shear area, and to
decrease the unnecessary dead weight that would result in flexural stresses during testing.
The shear test specimens were designed to provide a full-scale transverse joint and have
the necessary 2.07 MPa (300 psi) at the joint (Fig. 2.5). The concrete used was same as
the flexural specimens with a specified compressive strength of 27.6 MPa (4 ksi). The
longitudinal rebar was spaced every 30.48 cm (1 ft.) and the transverse rebar was spaced
6.35 cm (2.5 in.) from the transverse joint then spaced every 7.62 cm (3 in.) for 22.86 cm
(9 in.), followed by a spacing of 15.24 cm (6 in.) and 8.89 cm (3.5 in.). The mild
reinforcement was also #19 (#6) rebar with a yield stress of 413.7 MPa (60 ksi). The
anchor plates, diameters, bolts and radii of the curved-bolts were also identical to the
flexure test specimens. The purpose of the shear panels was to provide useful data and
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information on joint failure when undergoing significant shear forces. Therefore the
composite system (beams/girders) was not considered as it would alter the desired results.
2.1.2.1

Specimen Construction
The shear deck panels were constructed similarly as the flexure specimens. The

reinforcing steel sizes grades and spacing were the same as that of flexural specimens.
The strain gauge location was similar to that of the flexural panels.

a) Post-tensioned Connection
Figure 2.5

b) Curved-bolt Connection

Shear specimen details (plan view).
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The reinforcing placement was followed by conduit installation for the posttension rods and finally, the strain gauge placement. The strain gauges applied to the
reinforcement were the same as used on the flexure specimens and were placed at the
same location as the flexural specimens. A total of twelve gauges per panel were applied.
The transverse joint was pressure washed thoroughly to remove the finish layer and
expose the aggregate.
Once the surface of the joint was saturated for three hours, the 2.54 cm (1 in.)
backer rod was placed in the bottom of the joint and the Masterflow 928 grout was cast
into the joint. The grout was allowed to cure and reach a compressive strength of 34.5
MPa (5 ksi), afterwards the post tensioning was applied to obtain the required
compressive stress of 2.07 MPa (300 psi) across the joint. The block-outs for each bolt
area were then filled with the non-shrink grout as well as the post-tension conduit.
2.1.2.2

Testing Protocol
The shear test apparatus and test specimens were both designed to provide

uniform shear force across the entire width of the joint with minimal bending stresses.
The testing layout included placing the shear test deck specimens on top of 5.08 cm (2.0
in.) by 5.08 cm (2.0 in.) steel bars that ran parallel to the transverse joint. The support and
loading conditions are as shown in Fig. 2.6. This distance between the load and support
was selected to provide a uniform shearing load initiation outside the joint and propagate
on a 45 degree angle through the center of the joint and terminate at the opposite reaction.
Instrumentation included the twelve strain gauges on the rebar per panel totaling twenty
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Figure 2.6

Shear test apparatus.

four per test specimen. In addition, two string potentiometers were applied to the bottom
of the spreader beam at each overhanging end to measure the deflection of the deck
panels during loading. The load cell was placed between the ram and the spreader beam
to measure the applied load. All instruments were monitored and recorded using a data
acquisition system.
2.2
2.2.1

Finite Element Modeling
Flexure Model
The full scale, flexural and shear specimens were modeled using ANSYS

(ANSYS 2010) software. ANSYS was selected for this application because of its
capability to effectively replicate the crushing and cracking in concrete.
The element types used for the model are as follows: solid elements (SOLID45)
to model steel, solid elements (SOLID65) for the concrete slab, 3D spar element (LINK8)
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to model the curved-bolts, and nonlinear springs (COMBIN39) to model the shear
connectors. The longitudinal and transverse reinforcing bars were modeled as smeared
reinforcement throughout the concrete slab.
The SOLID45 elements were defined using eight nodes having three translational
degrees of freedom at each node. The element allows for plasticity, creep, swelling, stress
stiffening, large deflection, and large strain capabilities (ANSYS 2010). For this
application, the SOLID45 elements were used for modeling the girders and supports. The
SOLID65 elements were used for the modeling of solid with or without rebar, it is
capable of cracking in tension and crushing in compression. These elements are defined
using eight nodes having three translational degrees of freedom at each node. The
concrete is capable of cracking, crushing, plastic deformation, and creep. The rebar is
capable of tension and compression, plastic deformation and creep but shear effects are
ignored (ANSYS 2010). The LINK8 element is a 3D spar element which is a uniaxial
tension-compression element with three translational degrees-of-freedom at each node
with no bending is considered. The effects of plasticity, creep, swelling, stress stiffening,
and large deflection capability are included.
The COMBIN39 element is a unidirectional element with nonlinear forcedeflection capabilities. This element has longitudinal and torsional capabilities, the
longitudinal options considered in this model was a uniaxial tension-compression element
with up to three translational degrees of freedom at each node. The CONTA173 element
is used to represent contact and sliding between different 3D target surfaces and contact
surface defined by this element. It is applied on the surfaces of 3D solid or shell elements
and has the same geometrical characteristics as the element face it is connected to.
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Figure 2.7

Curved-bolt connection mesh.

Contact occurs when the element surface penetrates one of the target segment elements
(ANSYS 2010).
The TARGE170 element is used to represent a 3D target surface for associated
contact elements. The target surface is discretized with a set of target elements and is
paired with its associated contact surface. Translational or rotational displacement,
temperature, voltage, forces and moments can be imposed on these elements (ANSYS
2010). A typical mesh for the composite beams is shown in Fig. 2.7
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2.2.1.1

Material Modeling
The behavior of the steel girders and the supports were modeled using the Von

Mises Yield Criterion with multilinear isotropic hardening rule. The experimentally
obtained values of the material properties of steel were applied to the finite-element
models. The behavior of the concrete slab was modeled using the Von Mises Yield
Criterion coupled with an isotropic work hardening assumption using Multilinear
Isotropic hardening relationship. The stress- strain curve was defined with several
piecewise linear curves such that the slope of the curve provided an elastic modulus up to
the yield point, then gradually becoming perfectly plastic. The concrete element shear
transfer coefficients used were: 0.2 (open crack) and 0.6 (closed crack). Typical shear
transfer coefficients range from 0.0 to 1.0, with 0.0 representing a smooth crack
(complete loss of shear transfer) and 1.0 representing a rough crack (no loss of shear
transfer). The value of 0.6 was applied as the stress relaxation coefficient (a device that
helps accelerate convergence when cracking is imminent). When the element initiates
cracking or crushing, a small amount of stiffness is added to the element for numerical
stability. The stiffness multiplier CSTIF was used across a cracked face or for a crushed
element, and defaults to 1.0E-6 (ANSYS 2010). The crushing capability of the concrete
element was also disabled to improve convergence (Barbosa and Ribero 1998; Korkess et
al. 2009).
The compressive strength of the concrete slab was obtained from standard ASTM
concrete compressive strength tests. The concrete tensile strength was obtained using the
splitting tensile strength of cylindrical concrete specimens with the Poisson's ratio is
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taken as 0.2. The concrete elastic modulus was calculated in accordance to the ACI code
(American Concrete Institute (ACI) 2008).
The shear studs were modeled as coincident nodes at the concrete-to-steel
interface using nonlinear springs (Fig. 2.8). For both full-scale models, the spacing of the
studs and their quantity were identical to the experimental testing. The behavior of the
shear connectors were modeled using a load-slip curve, input as a table of force and
displacement values.

Figure 2.8

Nonlinear spring (shear stud) modeling.
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The post-tensioned curved-bolts were modeled using LINK8 elements whose
constitutive behavior was in accordance to the Von Mises Yield Criterion with a bilinear
isotropic hardening rule. Similar to the reinforcing steel, a linear elastic work hardening
rule is assumed and the tangent modulus is 1/10,000 times the elastic modulus. The
experimentally obtained material properties of the steel were used for the curved-bolt.
The post-tensioning effect was input using prestrain option for the LINK8 element. For
the post-tensioned connection, the effect of the post-tensioning strands was modeled by
applying a compressive force in the rods that resulted in a compressive stress of 2.07
MPa (300 psi) at the joint between the panels.
The grout was modeled similar to the concrete except that there was no smeared
reinforcement applied to the grout. Two sets of contact surfaces were defined, one at the
grout-concrete interface, other at the concrete slab-to-steel girder interface. In order to
simulate delamination at the grout-concrete interface, debonding was introduced by using
the cohesive zone material (CZM) model with bilinear behavior.
2.2.1.2

Loading and Analysis
The load control strategy was used for the application of loads, load control

methodology was applied because for a structure in which there is a possibility for a
significant nonlinearity, a relationship between the loads and the associated
displacements is difficult to computationally obtain. For these cases, a large displacement
static analysis is typically performed and a force convergence criteria is preferred over
the displacement convergence criteria as the displacement criteria terminates iterations
when the convergence is slow and sometimes converges even when a large force
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imbalance exists (Cook et al. 2002). For the convergence criterion, the L2-norm (square
root of sum of squares) was used. The Newton-Raphson (N-R) method was used for
convergence. Several control parameters were used for the nonlinear analysis basically
for obtaining a better convergence. For example CNVTOL was used to set the force
convergence limit, NSUBST was used to set the number of load steps, the LNSRCH
command was used to activate the line search algorithm for computational stability,
NCNV command was used to set the program exit condition, NEQIT was used to set the
maximum iteration for each load step which was required to be a relatively large value so
that this nonlinear model had sufficient number of iterations for convergence. The
RESTART command was used along with CNVTOL when the solution did not converge
for the assumed parameters, thus altering them until convergence. The best performance
was obtained when the sparse direct solver was applied. The ANSYS code for each
model subjected to flexural loading is found in Appendix A.
2.2.2

Shear Model
The shear model was created similarly as the flexure model. The solid element

(SOLID45) was used for steel girders, supports, solid element (SOLID65) for the
concrete slab, 3D spar element (LINK8) to model the curve bolts, and CONTA173,
TARGE170 were used to simulate the contact surface between the grout and concrete.
The shear model did not have any shear connectors or girders so the use of nonlinear
springs was not required.
The material modeling for the steel supports, mild reinforcement, concrete, grout
and post-tensioning for both types of connection was identical to that of the flexure
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specimens except for some minor changes to the values those affect the delamination and
debonding at the contact surface between the concrete and grout. This was done to
accommodate the reduced size of the shear panels compared to the flexure specimens and
to accurately account for the shear stresses at the interface.
The load control strategy used for the application of loads to the shear specimen
was similar to that of the flexure model except for a small increase in the NSUBST value
to increase the number of load steps so that the model was loaded more slowly to more
accurately capture the shear failure. The ANSYS code for each model subjected to shear
loading is found in Appendix B.
2.3
2.3.1

Results
Flexure
Each panel specimen was loaded with incremental steps (i.e. the load was applied

incrementally until the maximum value and unloaded completely followed by the next
load increment). The standard post-tensioned connection was initially loaded to 533.8 kN
(120 kips) and then adjusted depending on the reaction and output of each subsequent
test. The resulting load vs. deflections at the cantilevered end is shown in Fig. 2.9. The
second flexure test specimen that underwent a series of load steps was the proposed
curved-bolt system. The resulting load vs. deflections at the cantilevered end is shown in
Fig. 2.10.
For the case of the post-tensioned connection, the concrete deck showed minor
visible cracking at the joint along the bond between the concrete and the non-shrink grout
at a moment of 813.5 kN·m (600 kip·ft). The debonding followed the joint around the
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Figure 2.9

Post-tensioned connection load vs. deflection (flexure).

Figure 2.10

Curved-bolt connection load vs. deflection (flexure).
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post-tension block-outs rather than propagating a crack linearly across to the other side of
the block-outs. Cracking of the block-outs and major debonding did not occur until loads
that caused a moment approximately 2033.7 kN·m (1500 kip·ft) to 2711.6 kN·m (2000
kip·ft) were applied. Between moments of 3050.6 kN·m (2250 kip·ft) and 4067.5 kN·m
(3000 kip·ft) major cracking of the haunches and shear pockets occurred . At this loading,
the post-tensioning forces opposed the composite behavior of the bridge system and
began to force the concrete deck to separate from the steel girders. This was evident when
cracks propagated along the entire length of the haunches. Loud noises were heard when
these large moments were reached and it was concluded that a possible shear stud failure
and or concrete separation of the shear pockets occurred. The plastic moment of the
composite structure is identified from Fig. 2.9 and was found to occur at a total load of
approximately 2446.5 kN (550 kips), which corresponds to a moment of 5592.8 kN·m
(4,125 kip·ft) at the transverse joint.
For the case of curved-bolt connection, the concrete deck showed minor visible
cracking at the joint along the bond between the concrete and the non-shrink grout; this
occurred around a moment of 786.4 kN·m (580 kip·ft) but still appeared to be in
satisfactory condition. The debonding followed the joint through the entire length but was
minimal at this load level. Cracking eventually initiated from the joint propagating
around each curved-bolt at approximately 1033.7 kN·m (1500 kip·ft). At a moment of
2521.8 kN·m (1860 kip·ft) excessive cracking around the curved-bolts occurred but was
highly localized around the curved-bolts closest to the edges of the panel, which was
mainly due to the deck panels being pulled away from the post-tensioning. The cracking
continued to propagate prior to failure but the shear pockets and haunches remained
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uncracked. Failure of the specimen occurred when a plastic hinge formed over the middle
support. Fig. 2.10 shows that the plastic moment of the composite structure occurs at a
total load of 2046.2 kN (460 kips), which corresponds to a plastic moment of 4677.6
kN·m (3450 kip·ft) at the transverse joint.
The loss in the composite behavior of the curved-bolt connection was
significantly different as compared to the post-tensioned connection. The curved-bolt
connection lost its composite behavior because the deck panels separated from the
curved-bolts causing cracking around the curved-bolts, thus losing the axial forces and
the bridge system responded as though it consisted of non-composite girders. By contrast,
the post-tensioned connection lost its composite behavior because the posttensioning
force caused the concrete deck to separate away from the girders.
Analysis of the data (Table. 2.1) shows that the curved-bolt system performed
satisfactory when comparing the yield and plastic moments as well as producing similar
deflections at respective loading values. There was a significant difference in the
cracking moment of each joint but this property was difficult to quantify due to both
systems exhibiting a distinctive cracking curve behavior (Fig. 2.9) and (Fig. 2.10).
The behavior of cracking was disrupted due to the concrete not being completely
continuous longitudinally because of the transverse joint. Debonding as well as the posttensioning provided little evidence of a cracking moment. A comparison of the maximum
strains obtained on the east and west panels for both the systems is provided in Table 2.2,
The strains on the curved-bolt panel reinforcement were 1.2 to 5.2 times larger than the
strains on the post-tension panel reinforcement. The probable cause for this observation
may be because the curved-bolt is anchored 45.72 cm (1.5 ft.) from the joint and
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therefore all resisting forces apply significant stress to the reinforcement very near the
joint.
The post-tension system stresses the entire longitudinal length of the precast deck
distributing the stresses across a larger area. The ultimate capacity of the post-tension
system is larger compared to the curved-bolt system . However, the purpose of this
research and testing was to understand if the curved-bolt system would be a viable option
for post-tensioning joints, ensuring the strength of a post-tension connection without
limiting future deck replacement.
Table 2.1

Flexure System Comparison.

Property

Cracking
Moment, Mcr
kN·m (kip-ft)
Yield
Moment, My
kN·m (kip-ft)
Ultimate
Moment, Mp
kN·m (kip-ft)
Deflection @
Yield, Δy
cm (in)
Deflection @
Plastic, Δp
Cm (in)

Post-Tension (P)
Lab

FEA

759.3
(560)

677.9
(500)

4880.9
(3600)

Ratio
(FEA/
Lab)

Curved-bolt (C)
Ratio
(FEA/
Lab)

Lab
Ratio
(C/P)

FEA
Ratio
(C/P)

Lab

FEA

0.89

542.4
(400)

664.4
(490)

1.23

0.71

0.98

4203
(3100)

0.86

4067.5
(3000)

3674.3
(2710)

0.90

0.83

0.87

5592.7
(4125)

5558.9
(4100)

0.99

4677.6
(3450)

4535.2
(3345)

0.97

0.84

0.82

3.43
(1.35)

3.18
(1.25 )

0.93

3.4
(1.34)

3.07
(1.21)

0.91

0.99

0.97

4.83
(1.90)

4.6
(1.81)

0.95

4.62
(1.82)

4.37
(1.72)

0.95

0.96

0.95
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Table 2.2

Maximum Strains Obtained in Flexural Testing.
Post-Tension (P)

Max Strain
Recorded

East Panel
(µε)

West
Panel
(µε)

Curved-bolt (C)
East Panel
(µε)

Ratio (C/P)

West
Panel

East Panel

(µε)

West
Panel

Gauge #1

230

200

1200

500

5.22

2.50

Gauge #2

300

320

800

200

2.67

0.63

Gauge #3

200

720

1000

1050

5.00

1.46

Gauge #4

500

1400

1600

1700

3.20

1.21

2.3.2

Shear
For the shear panel with straight post-tensioning, the external loading was spread

across the length of the transverse joint to produce a uniform loading. The shear
developed across the joint is shown in Fig. 2.11. The testing of the post-tensioning panel
proved to be very durable. At a shear force of approximately 149 kN (33.5 kips), a crack
was observed to form initially at the loading edge and propagate toward the joint. The
crack continued through the joint and terminated at the bottom of the panel exiting near
the support around 596 kN (134 kips). After the cracking propagated through the entire
deck, deflection continued from dowel forces across the bay without any significant
failures. Due to the dowel bending of post-tensioning bars, ultimate failure of the joint
was never reached. With the deck completely cracked the post-tensioning resisted the
entire vertical load and did not allow for the deck to separate. The shear at the joint was
terminated at 2491 kN (560 kips) because the joint had significantly deflected and further
deflection was limited due to the lack of space between the deck panels and the floor.
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Figure 2.11

Post-tensioned connection load vs. deflection (shear).

The final crack that propagated through the joint is shown in Fig. 2.13(a). It can
be concluded from the strain gauges readings that the strains remained relatively similar
at a shear load below 1321.12 kN (297 kips) after which they deviated from panel to
panel due to the forces concentrating almost entirely on the post-tension reinforcement.
The loading sequence for the curved-bolt shear specimen was initially adjusted
because of the maximum loads obtained for the post-tension system. The shear developed
across the joint is shown in Fig. 2.12. The curved-bolt initially caused a crack to
propagate from the distributed load toward the joint. Once the crack reached the joint, the
curved-bolt anchor plates were pulled into the panel due to the concrete crushing against
the anchor plate. The anchor areas on the same panel as the distributed load were where
this crushing took place. Once this crushing began, the cracking at the joint changed from
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what was expected. The cracking developed into a debonding failure of the joint due to
the lack of compressive forces that were lost once the anchor area was compromised. The
debonding continued down the joint rather than propagating through the joint to the
support on the opposite panel. The debonding and failed anchor areas caused the
specimen to deflect at a faster rate and ultimately fail at a lower shear magnitude than
was expected and complete failure occurred around a shear of 725 kN (163 kips). The
final crack and debonding pattern is shown in Fig. 2.13(b). It can be concluded from the
strain gauges readings that the north panel on all the strain gauges exhibited larger tensile
strains than the south panel. The reason for this behavior was that the north panel was the
location of the distributed load and also the location at which the anchor plates were
pulled into the deck panel.
The resulting relationship showing the shear versus deflection (Fig. 2.14)
illustrates the added strength of post-tensioned connection. The curved-bolt seems to
perform better than the posttension system up to a shear around 496 kN (111.5 kips).
After this loading, the strength added from the post-tension system surpasses the strength
of the curved-bolt and shortly after, around 729.5 (164 kips) the curved-bolt completely
cracked and major deflection occurred.
2.3.3

Finite Element Results Comparison
Using the finite-element models, the deflections and cracking locations were

calculated at each time step. This data resulted in a Load-deflection curve was compiled
for each connection. Cracking in the concrete was simulated by the finite element (FE)
model using a smeared cracking approach. In general, the cracking for each FE model
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occurred at a similar load as the experimental results.
The Load-deflection relationships are included in Figs. 2.9-2.12 titled as ANSYS.
The ratio of FE to the experimental ultimate capacities for the flexural specimens are
given in Table. 2.1. In general, the finite-element results closely replicated the results
obtained from the experimental specimens.
For the flexural specimens, the post-tensioned connection results predicted by
finite-element analysis show that the cracking, and yield moments were within 10% to
14% of the experimental values where as the ultimate moment was within 0.1% of the
experimental values (Table. 2.1). For the curved-bolt connection, the initial cracking
moment showed a 20% difference when compared to the experimental results, this
behavior could be accounted for by the way the curved-bolt was modeled. For the test
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Figure 2.12

Curved-bolt connection load vs. deflection (shear).
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specimen there was an conduit, and when the tensile force was applied to the bolt it
interacted with the conduit creating a vertical force. This may not be accurately
represented with the ANSYS model because the curved-bolt had direct contact with the
concrete, and the tensile force was provided using the prestrain option.

a) Post-tensioned System

b) Curved-bolt System

Figure 2.13

Final shear failure.
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The significant difference in the loss of composite behavior between the curvedbolt connection and the post-tensioned connection as obtained with the experimental
observation can be confirmed through the cracking pattern observed through the FEA
results, which was similar to the experimental observation. The load-deflection curves
(Fig 2.9 and 2.10) results for both the connections show a deflection which was less than
the experimental observations, due to clear local buckling resulting in a torsional
deformation of the steel beam.
For the shear specimens, the load-deflection curves were in close agreement with
the experimental observations. There was an initial stiffness in the load-deflection for the
post-tensioned connection due to an initial crushing in the concrete at the support region
in the experimental setup which was not observed with the FE model as the crushing
option was turned off to help with convergence. For the curved-bolt connection, the
initial stiffness matched closely because, during the experimental setup the deck was precompressed before the testing started, which was replicated in the FE analysis. The
difference in the cracking pattern between both the connection types predicted
experimentally was observed with the FE models. Fig. 2.13 shows a comparison of the
FE models predicted cracking behavior with that of the experimental specimens.
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CHAPTER 3

CONCLUSION
3.1

Summary of Results
For the flexure model, the load applied and the deflection observed were recorded

at each time step. The nodal deflection was recorded at the node corresponding to the
location of the vertical displacement transducer in the experimental testing.
Automatic time stepping, also known as time step optimization was used to
determine the load increments. This procedure aims to reduce the solution time especially
for the nonlinear problems by adjusting the amount of load increment, also provides the
added advantage of incrementing the loads appropriately and retreating to the previous
converged solution (bisection) if convergence is not obtained. The amount of load
increment depends on the degree of nonlinearity in the analysis.
The concrete element in ANSYS modeled using SOLID65 utilizes smeared crack
analogy for cracking in tension zones which essentially assumes the cracks be spatially
distributed over the entire volume represented by a local finite element, or only by the
volume attached to one integration point within the finite element rather than a finite
crack. Each integration point can crack in up to three different planes. The first crack at
an integration point is shown with a red circle outline, the second crack with a green
outline, and the third crack with a blue outline. Cracking in multiple directions indicates
considerable cracking, and is regarded as a location where visible cracking can occur.
The post-tensioned connection results predicted by finite element analysis show
the cracking moment to be 677.9 kN-m (500 kip-ft) which is about 89% of the
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experimental observation. The yield moment is 4203.1 kN-m (3100 kip-ft) which is about
86% of the experimental result. The ultimate moment is show to be in a good agreement
with the experiment result. The yield deflection of the finite element model is 3.18 cm
(1.25 in.) which is 92% of the experimental value, while the plastic deflection is 4.59 cm
(1.81 in.) which is 95% of the experimental value.
The curved-bolt connection results predicted by finite element analysis show the
cracking moment to be 677.9 kN-m (490 kip-ft) which is about 22% more than the
experimentally observed value. This behavior could be accounted for by the way the
curved-bolt was modeled in the finite element model. In the experimental specimen there
was an conduit, and when the tensile force was applied to the bolt it interacted with the
conduit creating a vertical force. This may not be accurately represented in the ANSYS
model because the curved-bolt had direct contact with the concrete, and the tensile force
was provided using the prestrain. The yield moment is 3674.26 kN-m (2710 kip-ft) which
is about 90% of the experimental result. The ultimate moment is show to be 4535.21 kNm (3345 kip-ft) which is 97% of the experiment result. The yield deflection of the finite
element model is 3.07 cm (1.21 in.) which is 90% of the experimental value, while the
plastic deflection is 4.37 cm (1.72 in.) which is 95% of the experimental value.
The significant difference in the loss of composite behavior between the curvedbolt connection and the post-tensioned connection as found in the experimental
observation can be confirmed through the cracking pattern (Fig. 3.1, 3.2) and shear slip
(Fig. 3.3, 3.4) observed through the FEA results.
The cracking in the post-tensioned connection started at the shear studs on the
left, which propagated to the other end as the load increased, whereas for the curved-bolt
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connection the cracking initiated around the curved-bolt and propagated to the left deck
panel, then to the right deck.

a) 142.8 kips

b) 228.5 kips

Figure 3.1

Post-tensioned connection cracking sequence in flexure.
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c) 285.6kips

d) 428.4 kips

e) 547 kips
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a) 61.7 kips

b) 128.6 kips

c) 205.7 kips
Figure 3.2

Curved-bolt connection cracking sequence in flexure.
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d) 257 kips

e) 334.2 kips

f) 446 kips
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This behavior is show by plotting the crack plot of the deck at incremental values
of loading to clearly demonstrate the crack propagation. The cracking in the posttensioned connection (Fig. 3.1) and the curved-bolt connection (Fig. 3.2) prove this.
Additionally, the profile-slab slip curves (Fig. 3.3, 3.4) at the shear stud location
also confirms the difference in the load transfer for both the connections. The profileslab slip is defined as the difference in the longitudinal displacement at the shear stud
location between the coincident nodes on the concrete slab and the steel girder modeled
using the COMBINE 39 element. The differential deflection is shown at all the six shear
studs located across the length of the deck longitudinally.
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For the post-tensioned connection (Fig 3.3), it can be seen that the load got
transferred uniformly and symmetrically indicating the concrete deck gets separated away
from the girders. For the curved-bolt connection (Fig.3.4), it can be seen that due to the
cracking around the curved-bolt supports, the load transfer is not uniform and indicates
the separation of the posttensioning from the girder.
For the shear specimens, the load-deflection curves were in close agreement with
the experimental observations. The difference in the cracking pattern between both the
connection types predicted experimentally is followed by the FE models. Fig. 2.13 shows
comparisons of the FE models predicted cracking behavior with that of the experimental
specimens.
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Figure 3.5

Post-tensioned connection cracking sequence in shear.

In shear, the experimental test showed the cracking of the post-tensioned
connection to start at the loading edge, propagated through the joint and reached the
bottom of the panel exiting near the support (Fig. 3.5).
The curved-bolt connection followed a slightly different pattern, the crack started
at the loading edge and initially propagated towards the joint, then the load progression
caused the cracking to turn into a debonding failure of the joint right to the bottom of the
joint rather than the crack propagating to the support (Fig. 3.6). The FEM also predicted
the cracking at the joint to follow the similar trend as the experimental observation. The
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Figure 3.6

Curved-bolt connection cracking sequence in shear.

curved-bolt connection also showed excessive cracking around the curved-bolt, this
responsible for the lower capacity of this connection.
3.2

Conclusions
The finite element analysis of the experimental testing is an important aspect of

research, it is a platform which enables to do a parametric study aimed at analyzing the
sensitivity of response of the model to variability of key component characteristics. This
procedure not only economical, saving the money for additional experimental setups, but
also saves a lot of the valuable research time. It should be however noted that there
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should be a reliable experimental results to calibrate the finite element models for
accurate results and predictions.
In this study, finite element models were created to simulate full-scale, negative
moment flexural testing and shear testing of precast bridge deck panel transverse
connections namely the post-tensioned connection and the curved-bolt connection. The
purpose of this research and testing was to understand if the curved-bolt system would be
a viable option for posttensioning joints, ensuring the strength of a post-tensioned
connection without limiting future deck replacement. It can be concluded that the newly
proposed system, the curved-bolt performed satisfactory in both the flexure and shear
test, never surpassing the capacities of the post-tensioned system but providing capacities
that are of a reasonable percentage of the post-tensioned system. Thus making it a good
option to substitute the post-tensioned connection under serviceability conditions.
In flexure, the capacity predicted by the FEM closely matched with that of the
experimental observation. The ultimate load predicted by FEM for the post-tensioned
connection was lower than the experimental ultimate load by 1% while the yield and
cracking moment were lower by 14% and 10%, respectively. The ultimate load predicted
by FEM for the curved-bolt connection was lower than the experimental ultimate load by
3% while the yield moment was lower by 10%. However the cracking moment was
predicted to be more by 22% which can be attributed to the difference in the modeling
methodology utilized in the FEM compared to the experimental setup. Comparison of the
capacities predicted by the FEM for post-tensioned connection and the curved-bolt
connection shows that the ultimate capacity of the curved-bolt connection is lower than
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the post-tensioned connection by 2.5% while the yield and cracking moment were lower
by 7% and 2%, respectively.
The loss in the composite behavior of the curved-bolt connection was
significantly different as compared to the post-tensioned connection. The curved-bolt
connection lost its composite behavior because the deck panels were pulled away from
the posttensioning causing cracking around the curved-bolt. The post-tensioned
connection lost its composite behavior because the posttensioning force caused the
concrete deck to separate away from the girders. This result is accurately replicated by
the finite element models shown through the cracking pattern and the shear stud behavior.
In shear, the capacity predicted by the FEM closely matched with that of the
experimental observation. The ultimate shear predicted by FEM for the post-tensioned
connection was lower than the experimental ultimate load by 5% while for the curvedbolt the ultimate shear was lower than the experimental value by 4%. The FEM also
accurately predicted the shear failure of the joint in both the connections.
Considering the overall picture of the experimental and the finite element results, it can
be summarized as follows:
Full-scale, negative

moment flexural testing of precast bridge deck panel

transverse connections were performed to determine the cracking and ultimate strengths
of a standard post-tensioned connection and the proposed curved-bolt connection.
Additionally, nonlinear finite-element models were created for each connection detail.
The finite element results were compared with the experimental values. The following
conclusions were obtained on the basis of the results:
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•

The flexural yield capacity of the curved-bolt connection was 84% of the posttension connection whereas the flexural plastic capacity was 83% when tested in
negative bending.

•

The strains on the reinforcement nearest the joint were 2 to 5 times larger on the
curved bolt specimens due to the closeness of the anchor area near the joint.

•

The post-tension system exhibited a loss of composite behavior due to shear stud
failure, which was evident from cracking along the haunches. The curved bolt
specimen exhibited cracking around each connection anchor points. Both
connection details experienced debonding between the non-shrink grout material
and the concrete panel.

From testing and analysis of the shear specimens, the following conclusions are made.
•

A comparison of the shear-deflection relationships showed that the curved-bolt
connection deflected less than the post-tension connection until a shear of 489.3
kN (110 kips) was applied across its joint (i.e. at 66% its ultimate shear reached).
However, the post-tension system showed a significant additional capacity after
surpassing this shear.

•

Until a shear of 667.2 kN (150 Kips) was developed across the joint, strains from
both specimens performed very similarly. The largest difference in strains was
seen at the largest loading of the post-tension system.

•

Both specimens showed signs of cracking at a shear of 133.4 kN (30 kips) to
151.2 kN (34 kips) distributed along the transverse length. Complete cracking
throughout the depth of the deck was observed to occur at a shear of 596 kN (134
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kips) for the post-tension system and 495.98 kN (111.5 kips) for the curved bolt
system.
•

Failure of the curved bolt specimen differed from the post-tension specimen. The
curved-bolt specimen initially cracked similar to the post-tension system but
instead of propagating through the joint, it debonded around the joint because a
loss of axial load due to the curved bolts being pulled into the panel on one side.
Because the curved bolt was post-tensioned from the deck surface very near the
joint capacities of that system are less than if connected from end to end.
The failure of the curved-bolt differed greatly from the post-tensioned specimen.

The curved-bolts initially cracked similar to the post-tensioned system but instead of
propagating through the joint it debonded around the joint because a loss of axial load
due to the curved-bolts being pulled into the panel on one side. Because the curved-bolt is
post-tensioned from the deck surface very near, the joint capacities of that system are less
than if connected from end to end.
3.3

Recommendations and Future Work
The major reason for the lower capacity of the curved-bolt system is the small

compressive area for stress distribution and the anchor plate uplift in negative bending
and the crushing of the concrete around the anchor plate. This can be taken care by
increasing the number and length of the curved-bolts to increase the area over which the
stress is distributed. The anchor plate issue can be taken care by embedding them deeper
into the concrete.
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Regarding the finite element modeling issues, the curved-bolts can be modeled to
represent the experimental setup closely. This can be achieved by modeling the
posttensioning conduit and the threaded rod separately. The results might get better if the
crushing capability of the concrete could be utilized in some way without causing the
convergence problem. It can be useful to modify the contact pair properties and the CZM
properties used in the modeling to achieve closer results. The shear pockets can be
modeled separately and the multi degree of freedom option in COMBINE39 be activated
to capture the load-slip relation in the shear studs better.
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APPENDIX A
FLEXURE MODELS
A.1

POST-TENSIONED CONNECTION

finish
/clear
/title, Post-tensioned
Connection
/PREP7
!MATERIALS
!STEEL
area=0.44
Es=29E6
!change
Us=0.3
!CONCRETE
ELASTIC RATIO
Ec=3823676.242
Eg=4030508.653
!CONCRETE
POISSON RATIO
Uc=0.2
!CONCRETE
COMPRESSIVE AND
TENSILE
STRENGTH
fc=4500
fg=5000
ft=400
fy=60000
fgt=500
!CONCRETE
ELEMENT
ET,1,SOLID65
KEYOPT,1,3,2
KEYOPT,1,7,1
!STEEL ELEMENT
ET,2,SOLID45
KEYOPT,2,1,0
KEYOPT,2,3,0
KEYOPT,2,5,1

!REBAR ELEMENT
ET,3,LINK8
!CONTACT AND
TARGET ELEMENT
ET,4,TARGE170
ET,5,CONTA173
KEYOPT,5,10,2
KEYOPT,5,2,1
KEYOPT,5,12,5
KEYOPT,5,9,1
KEYOPT,5,5,1

R,7,-0.12,-87500,-0.08,87000,-0.04,-85000,
RMORE,-0.02,-80000,0.01,-60000,0,0,
RMORE,0.01,60000,0.0
2,80000,0.04,85000,
RMORE,0.08,87000,0.1
2,87500,
R,8,,,1.0,,,,

!SHEAR
CONNECTOR
ET,7,COMBIN39
KEYOPT,7,1,0
KEYOPT,7,2,0
KEYOPT,7,3,1
KEYOPT,7,4,0
KEYOPT,7,6,1

!MATERIAL
PROPERTIES
MP,EX,1,Ec
MP,PRXY,1,Uc
TB,MISO,1,,4
TBPT,DEFI,0.00039385
86723,1680
TBPT,DEFI,0.0013,444
9.63
TBPT,DEFI,0.0022,550
3.57
TBPT,DEFI,0.00262,56
00
TB,CONCR,1,
TBDATA,1,0.2,0.6,ft,1,,

!REAL CONSTANTS
R,1,3,0.004,90,0,3,0.004
,RMORE,0,0,,,,,,
R,2,,area
R,3,0.44 !csa,initial
strain
R,4
R,5,,,-533333.33,,0.003,,
R,6,0.5

MP,EX,2,Es
MP,PRXY,2,Us
TB,MISO,2,,3
TBPT,DEFI,0.00172413
791,50000
TBPT,DEFI,0.0035,600
00
TBPT,DEFI,0.0070,700
00

!SHELL ELEMENT
ET,6,SHELL43
KEYOPT,6,3,1
KEYOPT,6,4,0
KEYOPT,6,5,0

MP,EX,3,Es
MP,PRXY,3,Us
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TB,BISO,3,,2
TBDAT,,Fy,29000.
!MP,ALPX,3,12E-6
MP,EX,4,Eg
MP,PRXY,4,Uc
TB,MISO,4,,4
TBPT,DEFI,0.00038050
36283,1680
TBPT,DEFI,0.0013,444
9.63
TBPT,DEFI,0.0022,550
3.57
TBPT,DEFI,0.00262,60
00
TB,CONCR,4,1,,1
TBDATA,1,0.2,0.6,fgt,1,,
TB,CZM,5,1,,CBDD
TBDATA,1,600,0.0015,
,,0.01,
MP,EX,6,Es
MP,PRXY,6,Us
TB,MISO,6,,3
TBPT,DEFI,0.00172413
7931,50000
TBPT,DEFI,0.0035,600
00
TBPT,DEFI,0.0070,700
00
!MODELLING
!KEYPOINTS
K,1,0.5,0
K,2,0.5,1.75
K,3,1.25,2.5
K,4,1.25,6.0
K,5,0.75,6.75
K,6,0.75,8.75
K,7,-0.5,0
K,8,-0.5,1.75
K,9,-1.25,2.5

K,10,-1.25,6.0
K,11,-0.75,6.75
K,12,-0.75,8.75
K,13,96.5,0
K,14,96.5,8.75
K,15,-96.5,0
K,16,-96.5,8.75

WPOFF,0,0,-33.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,-33.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,97
vSBW,ALL

KGEN,2,all,,,,,144,0,1,0
K,33,1.25,0
K,34,1.25,8.75
K,35,-1.25,0
K,36,-1.25,8.75
KGEN,2,33,36,1,,,144,0,
1,0
!VOLUMES
V,7,23,17,1,8,24,18,2
V,8,24,18,2,9,25,19,3
V,9,25,19,3,10,26,20,4
V,10,26,20,4,11,27,21,5
V,11,27,21,5,12,28,22,6
V,6,22,38,34,5,21,20,4
V,12,28,40,36,11,27,26,
10
V,3,19,18,2,33,37,17,1
V,9,25,24,8,35,39,23,7
V,36,40,32,16,35,39,31,
15
v,33,37,29,13,34,38,30,1
4
!working plane
WPROT,90,90
WPOFF,0,0,5.75
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,-11.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,-9.25
vSBW,ALL

WPOFF,0,0,33.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,33.5
vSBW,ALL
WPSTYL,DEFA
WPOFF,0,0,17
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,14
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,1.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,3.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,3.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,25.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,14
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,25.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,3.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,3.5
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vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,1.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,14
vSBW,ALL
WPSTYL,DEFA
wpstyl
!GIRDER
!KEYPOINTS(COINC
IDENT NODES)
K,1000,-96.5,0,104.5
K,1001,-96.5,0,108
K,1002,-96.5,0,111.5
K,1003,-15,0,104.5
K,1004,-15,0,108
K,1005,-15,0,111.5
K,1006,-48.5,0,104.5
K,1007,-48.5,0,108
K,1008,-48.5,0,111.5
K,1009,-82,0,104.5
K,1010,-82,0,108
K,1011,-82,0,111.5

K,1012,15,0,104.5
K,1013,15,0,108
K,1014,15,0,111.5
K,1015,48.5,0,104.5
K,1016,48.5,0,108
K,1017,48.5,0,111.5
K,1018,82,0,104.5
K,1019,82,0,108
K,1020,82,0,111.5
K,1021,96.5,0,104.5
K,1022,96.5,0,108
K,1023,96.5,0,111.5
!keypoints(bottom)
K,1024,-96.5,0.96,104.5
K,1025,-96.5,-0.96,108

K,1026,-96.5,0.96,111.5
K,1027,-14.4,0.96,104.5
K,1028,-14.4,-0.96,108
K,1029,-14.4,0.96,111.5
K,1030,-48.5,0.96,104.5
K,1031,-48.5,-0.96,108
K,1032,-48.5,0.96,111.5
K,1033,-82,-0.96,104.5
K,1034,-82,-0.96,108
K,1035,-82,-0.96,111.5

K,1036,15,-0.96,104.5
K,1037,15,-0.96,108
K,1038,15,-0.96,111.5
K,1039,48.5,-0.96,104.5
K,1040,48.5,-0.96,108
K,1041,48.5,-0.96,111.5
K,1042,82,-0.96,104.5
K,1043,82,-0.96,108
K,1044,82,-0.96,111.5
K,1045,96.5,-0.96,104.5
K,1046,96.5,-0.96,108
K,1047,96.5,-0.96,111.5
!corners
K,1048,-96.5,0,114.2
K,1049,-96.5,0,101.8
K,1050,-120.5,0,114.2
K,1051,-120.5,0,101.8
K,1052,96.5,0,114.2
K,1053,96.5,0,101.8
K,1054,120.5,0,114.2
K,1055,120.5,0,101.8
K,1056,-96.5,0.96,114.2
K,1057,-96.5,0.96,101.8

K,1058,-120.5,0.96,114.2
K,1059,-120.5,0.96,101.8
K,1060,96.5,-0.96,114.2
K,1061,96.5,-0.96,101.8
K,1062,120.5,0.96,114.2
K,1063,120.5,0.96,101.8
!below ones
!WEB
K,1064,-120.5,0.96,107.7
K,1065,-120.5,0.96,108.3
K,1066,120.5,0.96,107.7
K,1067,120.5,0.96,108.3
K,1068,-120.5,20.74,107.7
K,1069,-120.5,20.74,108.3
K,1070,120.5,20.74,107.7
K,1071,120.5,20.74,108.3
!FLANGE
K,1072,-120.5,20.74,114.2
K,1073,-120.5,20.74,101.8
K,1074,120.5,20.74,114.2
K,1075,120.5,20.74,101.8
K,1076,-120.5,21.7,114.2
K,1077,-120.5,21.7,101.8
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K,1078,120.5,21.7,114.2
K,1079,120.5,21.7,101.8
!SECOND GIRDER
KGEN,2,1000,1079,1,,,72,0,1,0
!GIRDER VOLUMES
V,1064,1065,1069,1068,
1066,1067,1071,1070
V,1072,1073,1077,1076,
1074,1075,1079,1078
V,1051,1050,1058,1059,
1049,1048,1056,1057
V,1053,1052,1060,1061,
1055,1054,1062,1063
V,1049,1000,1024,1057,
1053,1021,1045,1061
V,1002,1048,1056,1026,
1023,1052,1060,1047
V,1000,1001,1025,1024,
1009,1010,1034,1033
V,1009,1010,1034,1033,
1006,1007,1031,1030
V,1006,1007,1031,1030,
1003,1004,1028,1027
V,1003,1004,1028,1027,
1012,1013,1037,1036
V,1012,1013,1037,1036,
1015,1016,1040,1039
V,1015,1016,1040,1039,
1018,1019,1043,1042
V,1018,1019,1043,1042,
1021,1022,1046,1045
V,1001,1002,1026,1025,
1010,1011,1035,1034
V,1010,1011,1035,1034,
1007,1008,1032,1031
V,1007,1008,1032,1031,
1004,1005,1029,1028

V,1004,1005,1029,1028,
1013,1014,1038,1037
V,1013,1014,1038,1037,
1016,1017,1041,1040
V,1016,1017,1041,1040,
1019,1020,1044,1043
V,1019,1020,1044,1043,
1022,1023,1047,1046

!2 GIRDER
VGEN,2,13,24,11,,,72,0,1,0
VGEN,2,40,,,,,-72,0,1,0
VGEN,2,77,79,2,,,72,0,1,0
VGEN,2,87,,,,,-72,0,1,0
VGEN,2,115,119,4,,,72,0,1,0
VGEN,2,124,,,,,72,0,1,0
VGEN,2,153,155,2,,,72,0,1,0
VGEN,2,159,,,,,72,0,1,0
VGEN,2,191,193,2,,,72,0,1,0
VGEN,2,194,196,2,,,72,0,1,0
VGEN,2,229,,,,,72,0,1,0
VGEN,2,231,232,1,,,72,0,1,0
VGEN,2,267,,,,,72,0,1,0
!MOVE GROUT
VSEL,S,,,1,5,1
VSEL,A,,,21,23,1
VSEL,A,,,25,30,1
VSEL,A,,,32,38,2
VSEL,A,,,42,46,2
VSEL,A,,,50
VSEL,A,,,58,62,1

VSEL,A,,,78,81,3
VSEL,A,,,83,84,1
VSEL,A,,,96,100,1
VSEL,A,,,117,120,3
VSEL,A,,,122,123,1
VSEL,A,,,134,138,1
VSEL,A,,,157,160,3
VSEL,A,,,172,176,1
VSEL,A,,,192
VSEL,A,,,210,214,1
VSEL,A,,,230,233,3
VSEL,A,,,248,252,1
VGEN,2,ALL,,,,10,,,,0
VSEL,S,,,1,5,1
VSEL,A,,,21,23,1
VSEL,A,,,25,30,1
VSEL,A,,,32,38,2
VSEL,A,,,42,46,2
VSEL,A,,,50
VSEL,A,,,58,62,1
VSEL,A,,,78,81,3
VSEL,A,,,83,84,1
VSEL,A,,,96,100,1
VSEL,A,,,117,120,3
VSEL,A,,,122,123,1
VSEL,A,,,134,138,1
VSEL,A,,,157,160,3
VSEL,A,,,172,176,1
VSEL,A,,,192
VSEL,A,,,210,214,1
VSEL,A,,,230,233,3
VSEL,A,,,248,252,1
VDELE,ALL,,,1
VSEL,S,,,288,352,1
VGEN,,ALL,,,,-10,,,,1
!GLUE
!OTHER THAN
GROUT
VSEL,S,,,288,352,1
VSEL,A,,,13,24,11
VSEL,A,,,40
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VSEL,A,,,77,79,2
VSEL,A,,,87
VSEL,A,,,115,119,4
VSEL,A,,,124
VSEL,A,,,153,155,2
VSEL,A,,,159
VSEL,A,,,191,193,2
VSEL,A,,,194,196,2
VSEL,A,,,229
VSEL,A,,,231,232,1
VSEL,A,,,267
VSEL,A,,,268,287,1
VSEL,INVE
VGLUE,ALL
!GROUT
VSEL,S,,,288,352,1
VGLUE,ALL
!GIRDERS
!1
VSEL,S,,,13,24,11
VSEL,A,,,40
VSEL,A,,,77,79,2
VSEL,A,,,87
VSEL,A,,,115,119,4
VSEL,A,,,124
VSEL,A,,,153,155,2
VSEL,A,,,159
VSEL,A,,,191,193,2
VSEL,A,,,194,196,2
VSEL,A,,,229
VSEL,A,,,231,232,1
VSEL,A,,,267
VGLUE,ALL
!2
VSEL,S,,,268,287,1
VGLUE,ALL
!1 areas
ASEL,S,,,53,54,1
ASEL,A,,,57,58,1
ASEL,A,,,60,63,3

ASEL,A,,,75,84,9
ASEL,A,,,97
ASEL,A,,,116,121,1
ASEL,A,,,125,128,1
ASEL,A,,,131,132,1
ASEL,A,,,137,143,6
ASEL,A,,,148
ASEL,A,,,152,154,1
ASEL,A,,,161,163,2
ASEL,A,,,165,166,1
ASEL,A,,,170,174,2
ASEL,A,,,175,180,5
ASEL,A,,,189,196,7
ASEL,A,,,203
ASEL,A,,,214,216,1
ASEL,A,,,221,228,7
ASEL,A,,,232,236,2
ASEL,A,,,243,247,2
ASEL,A,,,250,252,2
ASEL,A,,,253,254,1
ASEL,A,,,256,259,3
ASEL,A,,,273,277,4
ASEL,A,,,307
ASEL,A,,,308,311,1
ASEL,A,,,314,316,2
ASEL,A,,,358
ASEL,A,,,452,478,26
ASEL,A,,,610,619,9
ASEL,A,,,635
ASEL,A,,,754
ASEL,A,,,761,767,6
ASEL,A,,,769,770,1
ASEL,A,,,777,781,4
ASEL,A,,,904,905,1
ASEL,A,,,908,914,2
ASEL,A,,,917,921,2
ASEL,A,,,927,928,1
ASEL,A,,,931
ASEL,A,,,1052,1053,1
ASEL,A,,,1055,1057,2
ASEL,A,,,1058,1062,2
ASEL,A,,,1063,1065,2
ASEL,A,,,1068,1069,1
ASEL,A,,,1072,1073,1
ASEL,A,,,1076,1077,1

ASEL,A,,,1080,1081,1
ASEL,A,,,1084,1085,1
ASEL,A,,,1088,1089,1
ASEL,A,,,1092,1093,1
AGLUE,ALL
AATT,6,6,6
!2
ASEL,S,,,61,62,1
ASEL,A,,,155
ASEL,A,,,318,327,9
ASEL,A,,,330,334,4
ASEL,A,,,338,339,1
ASEL,A,,,341
ASEL,A,,,345,346,1
ASEL,A,,,350,357,7
ASEL,A,,,378,382,4
ASEL,A,,,384
ASEL,A,,,393,397,2
ASEL,A,,,400
ASEL,A,,,402,404,1
ASEL,A,,,406,409,3
ASEL,A,,,423,427,4
ASEL,A,,,453,456,3
ASEL,A,,,458,460,1
ASEL,A,,,464,465,1
ASEL,A,,,471,476,5
ASEL,A,,,488,492,4
ASEL,A,,,495,496,1
ASEL,A,,,498,502,4
ASEL,A,,,532
ASEL,A,,,543,547,2
ASEL,A,,,550
ASEL,A,,,552,554,1
ASEL,A,,,556,559,3
ASEL,A,,,573,577,4
ASEL,A,,,601,603,2
ASEL,A,,,604,605,1
ASEL,A,,,607,611,4
ASEL,A,,,614,615,1
ASEL,A,,,616,620,2
ASEL,A,,,629,630,1
ASEL,A,,,636,637,1
ASEL,A,,,648,652,4
ASEL,A,,,682,686,4
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ASEL,A,,,693,697,2
ASEL,A,,,700
ASEL,A,,,702,704,1
ASEL,A,,,706,709,3
ASEL,A,,,723,727,4
ASEL,A,,,751,752,1
ASEL,A,,,755,759,4
ASEL,A,,,762,763,1
ASEL,A,,,765
ASEL,A,,,773,775,2
ASEL,A,,,1096,1099,3
ASEL,A,,,1101
ASEL,A,,,1104,1106,1
ASEL,A,,,1110,1112,2
ASEL,A,,,1116,1118,2
ASEL,A,,,1125,1134,9
ASEL,A,,,1138,1139,1
ASEL,A,,,1141
ASEL,A,,,1155,1156,1
ASEL,A,,,1158
ASEL,A,,,1185
ASEL,A,,,1202
AGLUE,ALL
AATT,6,6,6
!ATTRIBUTES
!GROUT
VSEL,S,,,288,352,1
VATT,4,4,1
!CONCRETE
VSEL,S,,,288,352,1
VSEL,A,,,13,24,11
VSEL,A,,,40
VSEL,A,,,77,79,2
VSEL,A,,,87
VSEL,A,,,115,119,2
VSEL,A,,,120
VSEL,A,,,122,126,1
VSEL,A,,,134,138,1
VSEL,A,,,11,12,1
VSEL,A,,,41,43,2
VSEL,A,,,62
VSEL,A,,,68,69,1
VSEL,A,,,78

VSEL,A,,,81,85,1
VSEL,A,,,96,100,1
VSEL,A,,,106,107,1
VSEL,INVE
VATT,1,1,1
!GROUT AND
CONCRETE
MESHED IN GUI
!1 areas
ASEL,S,,,53,54,1
ASEL,A,,,57,58,1
ASEL,A,,,60,63,3
ASEL,A,,,75,84,9
ASEL,A,,,97
ASEL,A,,,116,121,1
ASEL,A,,,125,128,1
ASEL,A,,,131,132,1
ASEL,A,,,137,143,6
ASEL,A,,,148
ASEL,A,,,152,154,1
ASEL,A,,,161,163,2
ASEL,A,,,165,166,1
ASEL,A,,,170,174,2
ASEL,A,,,175,180,5
ASEL,A,,,189,196,7
ASEL,A,,,203
ASEL,A,,,214,216,1
ASEL,A,,,221,228,7
ASEL,A,,,232,236,2
ASEL,A,,,243,247,2
ASEL,A,,,250,252,2
ASEL,A,,,253,254,1
ASEL,A,,,256,259,3
ASEL,A,,,273,277,4
ASEL,A,,,307
ASEL,A,,,308,311,1
ASEL,A,,,314,316,2
ASEL,A,,,358
ASEL,A,,,452,478,26
ASEL,A,,,610,619,9
ASEL,A,,,635
ASEL,A,,,754

ASEL,A,,,761,767,6
ASEL,A,,,769,770,1
ASEL,A,,,777,781,4
ASEL,A,,,904,905,1
ASEL,A,,,908,914,2
ASEL,A,,,917,921,2
ASEL,A,,,927,928,1
ASEL,A,,,931
ASEL,A,,,1052,1053,1
ASEL,A,,,1055,1057,2
ASEL,A,,,1058,1062,2
ASEL,A,,,1063,1065,2
ASEL,A,,,1068,1069,1
ASEL,A,,,1072,1073,1
ASEL,A,,,1076,1077,1
ASEL,A,,,1080,1081,1
ASEL,A,,,1084,1085,1
ASEL,A,,,1088,1089,1
ASEL,A,,,1092,1093,1
AMESH,ALL
!2
ASEL,S,,,61,62,1
ASEL,A,,,155
ASEL,A,,,318,327,9
ASEL,A,,,330,334,4
ASEL,A,,,338,339,1
ASEL,A,,,341
ASEL,A,,,345,346,1
ASEL,A,,,350,357,7
ASEL,A,,,378,382,4
ASEL,A,,,384
ASEL,A,,,393,397,2
ASEL,A,,,400
ASEL,A,,,402,404,1
ASEL,A,,,406,409,3
ASEL,A,,,423,427,4
ASEL,A,,,453,456,3
ASEL,A,,,458,460,1
ASEL,A,,,464,465,1
ASEL,A,,,471,476,5
ASEL,A,,,488,492,4
ASEL,A,,,495,496,1
ASEL,A,,,498,502,4
ASEL,A,,,532
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ASEL,A,,,543,547,2
ASEL,A,,,550
ASEL,A,,,552,554,1
ASEL,A,,,556,559,3
ASEL,A,,,573,577,4
ASEL,A,,,601,603,2
ASEL,A,,,604,605,1
ASEL,A,,,607,611,4
ASEL,A,,,614,615,1
ASEL,A,,,616,620,2
ASEL,A,,,629,630,1
ASEL,A,,,636,637,1
ASEL,A,,,648,652,4
ASEL,A,,,682,686,4
ASEL,A,,,693,697,2
ASEL,A,,,700
ASEL,A,,,702,704,1
ASEL,A,,,706,709,3
ASEL,A,,,723,727,4
ASEL,A,,,751,752,1
ASEL,A,,,755,759,4
ASEL,A,,,762,763,1
ASEL,A,,,765
ASEL,A,,,773,775,2
ASEL,A,,,1096,1099,3
ASEL,A,,,1101
ASEL,A,,,1104,1106,1
ASEL,A,,,1110,1112,2
ASEL,A,,,1116,1118,2
ASEL,A,,,1125,1134,9
ASEL,A,,,1138,1139,1
ASEL,A,,,1141
ASEL,A,,,1155,1156,1
ASEL,A,,,1158
ASEL,A,,,1185
ASEL,A,,,1202
AMESH,ALL

!SHEAR STUDS
(COMBIN39 elements)
ALLSEL,ALL
KSEL,S,,,164,171,7
KSEL,A,,,174,176,2

KSEL,A,,,177,179,2,
KSEL,A,,,200,207,7,
KSEL,A,,,210,212,2
KSEL,A,,,213,215,2
KSEL,A,,,236,243,7
KSEL,A,,,246,248,2
KSEL,A,,,249,251,2
KSEL,A,,,635,636,1
KSEL,A,,,639,640,1
KSEL,A,,,647,648,1
KSEL,A,,,655,656,1
KSEL,A,,,659,660,1
KSEL,A,,,667,668,1
KSEL,A,,,683,691,8
KSEL,A,,,695,703,8
KSEL,A,,,711,715,4
NSLK,S
TYPE,7
REAL,7
ESYS,0
SECNUM,,
TSHAP,LINE
EINTF,0.0001,,LOW,0,
0,0,0,0
ALLSEL,ALL
KSEL,S,,,344,351,7
KSEL,A,,,354,356,2
KSEL,A,,,357,359,2,
KSEL,A,,,380,387,7,
KSEL,A,,,390,392,2
KSEL,A,,,393,395,2
KSEL,A,,,416,423,7
KSEL,A,,,426,428,2
KSEL,A,,,429,431,2
KSEL,A,,,1003,1020,1
NSLK,S
TYPE,7
REAL,7
ESYS,0
SECNUM,,
TSHAP,LINE
EINTF,0.0001,,LOW,0,
0,0,0,0

!TARGET
ELEMENTS
(GROUT)
ASEL,S,,,1213,1215,2
ASEL,A,,,1219,1221,2
ASEL,A,,,1224,1226,2
ASEL,A,,,1229,1231,2
ASEL,A,,,1234,1236,2
ASEL,A,,,1240,1241,1
ASEL,A,,,1246,1248,2
ASEL,A,,,1251,1252,1
ASEL,A,,,1256,1257,1
ASEL,A,,,1262,1264,2
ASEL,A,,,1267,1268,1
ASEL,A,,,1273,1275,2
ASEL,A,,,1277,1278,1
ASEL,A,,,1283,1285,2
ASEL,A,,,1289,1291,2
ASEL,A,,,1294,1296,2
ASEL,A,,,1299,1301,2
ASEL,A,,,1304,1306,2
ASEL,A,,,1310,1312,2
ASEL,A,,,1315,1317,2
ASEL,A,,,1320,1322,2
ASEL,A,,,1325,1327,2
ASEL,A,,,1330,1331,1
ASEL,A,,,1334,1335,1
ASEL,A,,,1337,1338,1
ASEL,A,,,1340,1341,1
ASEL,A,,,1343,1344,1
ASEL,A,,,1347,1349,2
ASEL,A,,,1352,1354,2
ASEL,A,,,1357,1359,2
ASEL,A,,,1362,1364,2
ASEL,A,,,1366,1368,2
ASEL,A,,,1369,1371,2
ASEL,A,,,1372,1374,2
ASEL,A,,,1375,1377,2
ASEL,A,,,1378,1380,2
ASEL,A,,,1383,1385,2
ASEL,A,,,1388,1390,2
ASEL,A,,,1393,1395,2
ASEL,A,,,1398,1400,2
ASEL,A,,,1402,1403,1
ASEL,A,,,1406,1407,1
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ASEL,A,,,1409,1410,1
ASEL,A,,,1412,1413,1
ASEL,A,,,1415,1416,1
ASEL,A,,,1419,1421,2
ASEL,A,,,1424,1426,2
ASEL,A,,,1428,1430,2
ASEL,A,,,1431,1433,2
ASEL,A,,,1434,1436,2
ASEL,A,,,1437,1439,2
ASEL,A,,,1441,1443,2
ASEL,A,,,1445,1447,2
ASEL,A,,,1449,1450,1
ASEL,A,,,1453,1454,1
ASEL,A,,,1456,1457,1
ASEL,A,,,1460,1461,1
ASEL,A,,,1464,1465,1
ASEL,A,,,1467,1469,2
ASEL,A,,,1471,1473,2
ASEL,A,,,1475,1477,2
ASEL,A,,,1478,1480,2
ASEL,A,,,1481,1483,2
ASEL,A,,,1484,1486,2
ASEL,A,,,1487,1489,2
NSLA,S,1
TYPE,4
MAT,5
REAL,5
TSHAPE,QUAD
ESURF,,TOP

!CONTACT
ELEMENTS
(CONCRETE)
ASEL,S,,,1,2,1
ASEL,A,,,5
ASEL,A,,,6,12,3
ASEL,A,,,13,17,2
ASEL,A,,,20,24,2
ASEL,A,,,25,27,2
ASEL,A,,,31,38,7
ASEL,A,,,43,44,1
ASEL,A,,,50,56,6
ASEL,A,,,65,71,6
ASEL,A,,,80,89,9

ASEL,A,,,94
ASEL,A,,,100,102,1
ASEL,A,,,104
ASEL,A,,,106,109,1
ASEL,A,,,111,112,1
ASEL,A,,,114,115,1
ASEL,A,,,122,123,1
ASEL,A,,,129,130,1
ASEL,A,,,133,138,5
ASEL,A,,,142,147,5
ASEL,A,,,164,171,7
ASEL,A,,,173,181,8
ASEL,A,,,188,190,2
ASEL,A,,,195,202,7
ASEL,A,,,229
ASEL,A,,,240,246,6
ASEL,A,,,248,249,1
ASEL,A,,,251,255,4
ASEL,A,,,257,258,1
ASEL,A,,,260
ASEL,A,,,312,315,3
ASEL,A,,,319,326,7
ASEL,A,,,328,335,7
ASEL,A,,,349,351,2
ASEL,A,,,379
ASEL,A,,,396,398,2
ASEL,A,,,399,401,2
ASEL,A,,,405,407,2
ASEL,A,,,408,410,2
ASEL,A,,,470,477,7
ASEL,A,,,487,493,2
ASEL,A,,,546,548,2
ASEL,A,,,549,551,2
ASEL,A,,,555,557,2
ASEL,A,,,558,560,2
ASEL,A,,,606,608,2
ASEL,A,,,640
ASEL,A,,,696,698,2
ASEL,A,,,699,701,2
ASEL,A,,,705,707,2
ASEL,A,,,708,710,2
ASEL,A,,,753
ASEL,A,,,758,760,2
ASEL,A,,,772,774,2
ASEL,A,,,846,848,2

ASEL,A,,,849,851,2
ASEL,A,,,855,857,2
ASEL,A,,,858,860,2
ASEL,A,,,923,925,2
ASEL,A,,,933,935,2
ASEL,A,,,996,998,2
ASEL,A,,,999,1001,2
ASEL,A,,,1005,1007,2
ASEL,A,,,1008,1010,2
NSLA,S,1
TYPE,5
MAT,1
REAL,5
Esurf,,TOP
!TARGET
ELEMENTS
(CONCRETE)
ASEL,S,,,415,421,3
ASEL,A,,,425,429,4
ASEL,A,,,432,437,5
ASEL,A,,,440,442,2
ASEL,A,,,445,449,2
ASEL,A,,,468,474,6
ASEL,A,,,485
ASEL,A,,,500,504,4
ASEL,A,,,507,512,5
ASEL,A,,,515,517,2
ASEL,A,,,520,524,2
ASEL,A,,,790,792,2
ASEL,A,,,796,804,4
ASEL,A,,,807,812,5
ASEL,A,,,815,817,2
ASEL,A,,,820,824,2
ASEL,A,,,865,871,3
ASEL,A,,,875,879,4
ASEL,A,,,882,887,5
ASEL,A,,,890,892,2
ASEL,A,,,895,899,2
ASEL,A,,,1265
ASEL,A,,,1307
ASEL,A,,,1365
ASEL,A,,,1451
NSLA,S,1
!KSEL,S,,,164,171,7
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!KSEL,A,,,174,176,2
!KSEL,A,,,177,179,2,
!KSEL,A,,,200,207,7,
!KSEL,A,,,210,212,2
!KSEL,A,,,213,215,2
!KSEL,A,,,236,243,7
!KSEL,A,,,246,248,2
!KSEL,A,,,249,251,2
!KSEL,A,,,344,351,7
!KSEL,A,,,354,356,2
!KSEL,A,,,357,359,2,
!KSEL,A,,,380,387,7,
!KSEL,A,,,390,392,2
!KSEL,A,,,393,395,2
!KSEL,A,,,416,423,7
!KSEL,A,,,426,428,2
!KSEL,A,,,429,431,2
!NSLK,U
TYPE,4
MAT,5
REAL,8
TSHAPE,QUAD
ESURF,,TOP
!CONTACT
ELEMENTS
(GIRDER)
ASEL,S,,,62
ASEL,A,,,308,310,2
ASEL,A,,,338
ASEL,A,,,382
ASEL,A,,,406
ASEL,A,,,458,465,7
ASEL,A,,,496
ASEL,A,,,547,573,26
ASEL,A,,,605,614,9
ASEL,A,,,630
ASEL,A,,,755,763,8
ASEL,A,,,904,910,6
ASEL,A,,,917,927,10
ASEL,A,,,1052,1057,5
ASEL,A,,,1062,1068,6
ASEL,A,,,1072,1076,4
ASEL,A,,,1080,1092,4

ASEL,A,,,1138
ASEL,A,,,1155
NSLA,S,1
!KSEL,S,,,635,636,1
!KSEL,A,,,639,640,1
!KSEL,A,,,647,648,1
!KSEL,A,,,655,656,1
!KSEL,A,,,659,660,1
!KSEL,A,,,667,668,1
!KSEL,A,,,683,691,8
!KSEL,A,,,695,703,8
!KSEL,A,,,711,715,4
!KSEL,A,,,1003,1020,1
!NSLK,U
TYPE,5
MAT,1
REAL,8
Esurf,,TOP

!BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS
ASEL,S,,,270,276,6
ASEL,A,,,280,281,1
ASEL,A,,,645,651,6
ASEL,A,,,655,656,1
ASEL,A,,,1020,1026,6
ASEL,A,,,1030,1031,1
sfa,all,1,pres,300
allsel,all
ASEL,S,,,184
ASEL,A,,,281
ASEL,A,,,353
ASEL,A,,,431
ASEL,A,,,506
ASEL,A,,,581
ASEL,A,,,656
ASEL,A,,,731
ASEL,A,,,806
ASEL,A,,,834
ASEL,A,,,881

ASEL,A,,,956
ASEL,A,,,1031
sfa,all,1,pres,300
ASEL,S,,,158
ASEL,A,,,270
ASEL,A,,,323
ASEL,A,,,420
ASEL,A,,,484
ASEL,A,,,570
ASEL,A,,,645
ASEL,A,,,679
ASEL,A,,,720
ASEL,A,,,795
ASEL,A,,,870
ASEL,A,,,945
ASEL,A,,,1020
sfa,all,1,pres,300
allsel,all
!SUPPORT
CONDITIONS USING
GUI

FINISH
/SOLU
allsel,all
!—control parameters –
cnvtol,f,,0.05,2,.01
nsubst,200
outres,all,all
autots,1
lnsrch,1
ncnv,2
neqit,1000
pred,on
time,300
BCSOPTION,,INCORE,
,,,OFF
EQSLV,SPARSE
solve
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FINISH
/SOLU
allsel,all
!—control parameters
cnvtol,f,,0.05,2,.01
!Define force as the convergence limit, 0.05
nsubst,1000,2000
!Load steps are 1000, the maximum load step are 2000
outres,all,all
!Output all the data to the result file
autots,1
!Set auto stepping on
lnsrch,1
!Set line search on
ncnv,2

!Finish but not exit if not convergent

neqit,50

!Maximum iteration in each step is 50

pred,on

!Set prediction option on

time,25

!Set time 25 second

solve
finish
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A.2

CURVED-BOLT CONNECTION

finish
/clear
/title, Curved-bolt
Connection
/PREP7
!MATERIALS
!STEEL
area=0.44
Es=29E6
!change
Us=0.3
!CONCRETE
ELASTIC RATIO
Ec=3823676.242
Eg=4030508.653
!CONCRETE
POISSON RATIO
Uc=0.2
!CONCRETE
COMPRESSIVE AND
TENSILE
STRENGTH
fc=4500
fg=5000
ft=360
fy=60000
fgt=500
!CONCRETE
ELEMENT
ET,1,SOLID65
KEYOPT,1,3,2
KEYOPT,1,7,1
!STEEL ELEMENT
ET,2,SOLID45
KEYOPT,2,1,0
KEYOPT,2,3,0
KEYOPT,2,5,1

!REBAR ELEMENT
ET,3,LINK8
!CONTACT AND
TARGET ELEMENT
ET,4,TARGE170
ET,5,CONTA173
KEYOPT,5,10,2
KEYOPT,5,2,1
KEYOPT,5,12,5
KEYOPT,5,9,1
KEYOPT,5,5,1
!SHELL ELEMENT
ET,6,SHELL43
KEYOPT,6,3,1
KEYOPT,6,4,0
KEYOPT,6,5,0
!SHEAR
CONNECTOR
ET,7,COMBIN39
KEYOPT,7,1,0
KEYOPT,7,2,0
KEYOPT,7,3,1
KEYOPT,7,4,0
KEYOPT,7,6,1
ET,9,LINK8
!REAL CONSTANTS
R,1,9,0.004,90,0,9,0.004
,
RMORE,0,0,,,,,,
!R,1,0,0.0053,0,90,0,0.0
042,90,0
R,2,,
R,3,0.7854,0.0036127
!csa,initial strain
R,4
R,5,,,0.1,,,,
R,6,0.5

R,7,-0.12,-87500,-0.08,87000,-0.04,-85000,
RMORE,-0.02,-80000,0.01,-60000,0,0,
RMORE,0.01,60000,0.0
2,80000,0.04,85000,
RMORE,0.08,87000,0.1
2,87500,
R,8,,,1.0,,,,
R,9,0.44
!MATERIAL
PROPERTIES
MP,EX,1,Ec
MP,PRXY,1,Uc
TB,MISO,1,,4
TBPT,DEFI,0.00039385
86723,1680
TBPT,DEFI,0.0013,444
9.63
TBPT,DEFI,0.0022,550
3.57
TBPT,DEFI,0.00262,56
00
TB,CONCR,1,
TBDATA,1,0.2,0.6,ft,1,,
MP,EX,2,Es
MP,PRXY,2,Us
TB,MISO,2,,3
TBPT,DEFI,0.00172413
791,50000
TBPT,DEFI,0.0035,600
00
TBPT,DEFI,0.0070,700
00
MP,EX,3,Es
MP,PRXY,3,Us
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TB,BISO,3,,2
TBDAT,,Fy,29000.
!MP,ALPX,3,12E-6
MP,EX,4,Eg
MP,PRXY,4,Uc
TB,MISO,4,,4
TBPT,DEFI,0.00038050
36283,1680
TBPT,DEFI,0.0013,444
9.63
TBPT,DEFI,0.0022,550
3.57
TBPT,DEFI,0.00262,60
00
TB,CONCR,4,1,,1
TBDATA,1,0.2,0.6,fgt,1,,
TB,CZM,5,1,,CBDD
TBDATA,1,600,0.0015,
,,0.01,
MP,EX,6,Es
MP,PRXY,6,Us
TB,MISO,6,,3
TBPT,DEFI,0.00172413
7931,50000
TBPT,DEFI,0.0035,600
00
TBPT,DEFI,0.0070,700
00
MP,EX,9,Es
MP,PRXY,9,Us
TB,BISO,9,,2
TBDAT,,Fy,29000.
!MODELLING
!KEYPOINTS
K,1,0,0
K,2,0,1.75
K,3,0,2.5
K,4,0,4.375

K,5,0,4.5
K,6,0,4.8125
K,7,0,5.375
K,8,0,5.75
K,9,0,6.125
K,10,0,6.75
K,11,0,7.25
K,12,0,8.75
K,13,-0.5,0
K,14,-0.5,1.75
K,15,-0.5,2.5
K,16,-0.5,4.375
K,17,-0.5,4.5
K,18,-0.5,4.8125
K,19,-0.5,5.375
K,20,-0.5,5.75
K,21,-0.5,6.125
K,22,-0.5,6.75
K,23,-0.5,7.25
K,24,-0.5,8.75
K,25,-0.75,0
K,26,-0.75,1.75
K,27,-0.75,2.5
K,28,-0.75,4.375
K,29,-0.75,4.5
K,30,-0.75,4.8125
K,31,-0.75,5.375
K,32,-0.75,5.75
K,33,-0.75,6.125
K,34,-0.75,6.75
K,35,-0.75,7.25
K,36,-0.75,8.75
K,37,-1.25,0
K,38,-1.25,1.75
K,39,-1.25,2.5
K,40,-1.25,4.375
K,41,-1.25,4.5
K,42,-1.25,4.8125
K,43,-1.25,5.375
K,44,-1.25,5.75
K,45,-1.25,6.125
K,46,-1.25,6.75
K,47,-1.25,7.25
K,48,-1.25,8.75
K,49,-3.60,0

K,50,-3.60,1.75
K,51,-3.60,2.5
K,52,-3.60,4.375
K,53,-3.60,4.5
K,54,-3.60,4.8125
K,55,-3.60,5.375
K,56,-3.60,5.75
K,57,-3.60,6.125
K,58,-3.60,6.75
K,59,-3.60,7.25
K,60,-3.60,8.75
K,61,-7.20,0
K,62,-7.20,1.75
K,63,-7.20,2.5
K,64,-7.20,4.375
K,65,-7.20,4.5
K,66,-7.20,4.8125
K,67,-7.20,5.375
K,68,-7.20,5.75
K,69,-7.20,6.125
K,70,-7.20,6.75
K,71,-7.20,7.25
K,72,-7.20,8.75
K,73,-10.8,0
K,74,-10.8,1.75
K,75,-10.8,2.5
K,76,-10.8,4.375
K,77,-10.8,4.5
K,78,-10.8,4.8125
K,79,-10.8,5.375
K,80,-10.8,5.75
K,81,-10.8,6.125
K,82,-10.8,6.75
K,83,-10.8,7.25
K,84,-10.8,8.75
K,85,-14.4,0
K,86,-14.4,1.75
K,87,-14.4,2.5
K,88,-14.4,4.375
K,89,-14.4,4.5
K,90,-14.4,4.8125
K,91,-14.4,5.375
K,92,-14.4,5.75
K,93,-14.4,6.125
K,94,-14.4,6.75
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K,95,-14.4,7.25
K,96,-14.4,8.75
K,97,-17.5,0
K,98,-17.5,1.75
K,99,-17.5,2.5
K,100,-17.5,4.375
K,101,-17.5,4.5
K,102,-17.5,4.8125
K,103,-17.5,5.375
K,104,-17.5,5.75
K,105,-17.5,6.125
K,106,-17.5,6.75
K,107,-17.5,7.25
K,108,-17.5,8.75
K,109,-18.0,0
K,110,-18.0,1.75
K,111,-18.0,2.5
K,112,-18.0,4.375
K,113,-18.0,4.5
K,114,-18.0,4.8125
K,115,-18.0,5.375
K,116,-18.0,5.75
K,117,-18.0,6.125
K,118,-18.0,6.75
K,119,-18.0,7.25
K,120,-18.0,8.75
K,121,-18.5,0
K,122,-18.5,1.75
K,123,-18.5,2.5
K,124,-18.5,4.375
K,125,-18.5,4.5
K,126,-18.5,4.8125
K,127,-18.5,5.375
K,128,-18.5,5.75
K,129,-18.5,6.125
K,130,-18.5,6.75
K,131,-18.5,7.25
K,132,-18.5,8.75
K,133,-27.5,0
K,134,-27.5,1.75
K,135,-27.5,2.5
K,136,-27.5,4.375
K,137,-27.5,4.5
K,138,-27.5,4.8125
K,139,-27.5,5.375

K,140,-27.5,5.75
K,141,-27.5,6.125
K,142,-27.5,6.75
K,143,-27.5,7.25
K,144,-27.5,8.75
K,145,-96.5,0
K,146,-96.5,1.75
K,147,-96.5,2.5
K,148,-96.5,4.375
K,149,-96.5,4.5
K,150,-96.5,4.8125
K,151,-96.5,5.375
K,152,-96.5,5.75
K,153,-96.5,6.125
K,154,-96.5,6.75
K,155,-96.5,7.25
K,156,-96.5,8.75
K,157,0.5,0
K,158,0.5,1.75
K,159,0.5,2.5
K,160,0.5,4.375
K,161,0.5,4.5
K,162,0.5,4.8125
K,163,0.5,5.375
K,164,0.5,5.75
K,165,0.5,6.125
K,166,0.5,6.75
K,167,0.5,7.25
K,168,0.5,8.75
K,169,0.75,0
K,170,0.75,1.75
K,171,0.75,2.5
K,172,0.75,4.375
K,173,0.75,4.5
K,174,0.75,4.8125
K,175,0.75,5.375
K,176,0.75,5.75
K,177,0.75,6.125
K,178,0.75,6.75
K,179,0.75,7.25
K,180,0.75,8.75
K,181,1.25,0
K,182,1.25,1.75
K,183,1.25,2.5
K,184,1.25,4.375

K,185,1.25,4.5
K,186,1.25,4.8125
K,187,1.25,5.375
K,188,1.25,5.75
K,189,1.25,6.125
K,190,1.25,6.75
K,191,1.25,7.25
K,192,1.25,8.75
K,193,3.60,0
K,194,3.60,1.75
K,195,3.60,2.5
K,196,3.60,4.375
K,197,3.60,4.5
K,198,3.60,4.8125
K,199,3.60,5.375
K,200,3.60,5.75
K,201,3.60,6.125
K,202,3.60,6.75
K,203,3.60,7.25
K,204,3.60,8.75
K,205,7.20,0
K,206,7.20,1.75
K,207,7.20,2.5
K,208,7.20,4.375
K,209,7.20,4.5
K,210,7.20,4.8125
K,211,7.20,5.375
K,212,7.20,5.75
K,213,7.20,6.125
K,214,7.20,6.75
K,215,7.20,7.25
K,216,7.20,8.75
K,217,10.8,0
K,218,10.8,1.75
K,219,10.8,2.5
K,220,10.8,4.375
K,221,10.8,4.5
K,222,10.8,4.8125
K,223,10.8,5.375
K,224,10.8,5.75
K,225,10.8,6.125
K,226,10.8,6.75
K,227,10.8,7.25
K,228,10.8,8.75
K,229,14.4,0
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K,230,14.4,1.75
K,231,14.4,2.5
K,232,14.4,4.375
K,233,14.4,4.5
K,234,14.4,4.8125
K,235,14.4,5.375
K,236,14.4,5.75
K,237,14.4,6.125
K,238,14.4,6.75
K,239,14.4,7.25
K,240,14.4,8.75
K,241,17.5,0
K,242,17.5,1.75
K,243,17.5,2.5
K,244,17.5,4.375
K,245,17.5,4.5
K,246,17.5,4.8125
K,247,17.5,5.375
K,248,17.5,5.75
K,249,17.5,6.125
K,250,17.5,6.75
K,251,17.5,7.25
K,252,17.5,8.75
K,253,18.0,0
K,254,18.0,1.75
K,255,18.0,2.5
K,256,18.0,4.375
K,257,18.0,4.5
K,258,18.0,4.8125
K,259,18.0,5.375
K,260,18.0,5.75
K,261,18.0,6.125
K,262,18.0,6.75
K,263,18.0,7.25
K,264,18.0,8.75
K,265,18.5,0
K,266,18.5,1.75
K,267,18.5,2.5
K,268,18.5,4.375
K,269,18.5,4.5
K,270,18.5,4.8125
K,271,18.5,5.375
K,272,18.5,5.75
K,273,18.5,6.125
K,274,18.5,6.75

K,275,18.5,7.25
K,276,18.5,8.75
K,277,27.5,0
K,278,27.5,1.75
K,279,27.5,2.5
K,280,27.5,4.375
K,281,27.5,4.5
K,282,27.5,4.8125
K,283,27.5,5.375
K,284,27.5,5.75
K,285,27.5,6.125
K,286,27.5,6.75
K,287,27.5,7.25
K,288,27.5,8.75
K,289,96.5,0
K,290,96.5,1.75
K,291,96.5,2.5
K,292,96.5,4.375
K,293,96.5,4.5
K,294,96.5,4.8125
K,295,96.5,5.375
K,296,96.5,5.75
K,297,96.5,6.125
K,298,96.5,6.75
K,299,96.5,7.25
K,300,96.5,8.75

!REPLICATE
KEYPOINTS
KGEN,3,all,,,,,48,0,1,0
KGEN,2,1,300,1,,,24,0,1,0
KGEN,2,1,300,1,,,120,0,
1,0
!KEYPOINTS FOR
SHEAR
STUDS(BOTTOM)
K,1501,14.4,0,8.5
K,1502,14.4,0,12
K,1503,14.4,0,15.5
K,1504,48.5,0,8.5
K,1505,48.5,0,12
K,1506,48.5,0,15.5

K,1507,82,0,8.5
K,1508,82,0,12
K,1509,82,0,15.5
K,1510,14.4,0,80.5
K,1511,14.4,0,84
K,1512,14.4,0,87.5
K,1513,48.5,0,80.5
K,1514,48.5,0,84
K,1515,48.5,0,87.5
K,1516,82,0,80.5
K,1517,82,0,84
K,1518,82,0,87.5
K,1519,-14.4,0,8.5
K,1520,-14.4,0,12
K,1521,-14.4,0,15.5
K,1522,-48.5,0,8.5
K,1523,-48.5,0,12
K,1524,-48.5,0,15.5
K,1525,-82,0,8.5
K,1526,-82,0,12
K,1527,-82,0,15.5
K,1528,-14.4,0,80.5
K,1529,-14.4,0,84
K,1530,-14.4,0,87.5
K,1531,-48.5,0,80.5
K,1532,-48.5,0,84
K,1533,-48.5,0,87.5
K,1534,-82,0,80.5
K,1535,-82,0,84
K,1536,-82,0,87.5
!REPLICATE(TO
THE TOP)
KGEN,2,1501,1536,1,,8.
75,,0,1,0
!KEYPOINTS ON
RIGHT
K,1573,48.5,0,-24
K,1574,82,0,-24
K,1575,-48.5,0,-24
K,1576,-82,0,-24
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KGEN,2,1573,1580,1,,8.
75,,0,1,0

K,1638,-17.5,8.75,45.0
K,1639,17.5,8.75,51.0
K,1640,17.5,8.75,45.0
K,1641,-18.5,5.75,51.0
K,1642,-18.5,5.75,45.0
K,1643,18.5,5.75,51.0
K,1644,18.5,5.75,45.0

K,1597,96.5,0,8.5
K,1598,96.5,0,12
K,1599,96.5,0,15.5
K,1600,-96.5,0,8.5
K,1601,-96.5,0,12
K,1602,-96.5,0,15.5
K,1603,96.5,0,80.5
K,1604,96.5,0,84
K,1605,96.5,0,87.5
K,1606,-96.5,0,80.5
K,1607,-96.5,0,84
K,1608,-96.5,0,87.5

K,1645,-27.5,8.75,99.0
K,1646,-27.5,8.75,93.0
K,1647,27.5,8.75,99.0
K,1648,27.5,8.75,93.0
K,1649,-17.5,8.75,99.0
K,1650,-17.5,8.75,93.0
K,1651,17.5,8.75,99.0
K,1652,17.5,8.75,93.0
K,1653,-18.5,5.75,99.0
K,1654,-18.5,5.75,93.0
K,1655,18.5,5.75,99.0
K,1656,18.5,5.75,93.0

!REPLICATE
KGEN,2,1573,1576,1,,,1
44,0,1,0

KGEN,2,1597,1608,1,,8.
75,,0,1,0
!KEYPOINTS FOR
SUPPORTS
K,1621,-27.5,8.75,3.0
K,1622,-27.5,8.75,-3.0
K,1623,27.5,8.75,3.0
K,1624,27.5,8.75,-3.0
K,1625,-17.5,8.75,3.0
K,1626,-17.5,8.75,-3.0
K,1627,17.5,8.75,3.0
K,1628,17.5,8.75,-3.0
K,1629,-18.5,5.75,3.0
K,1630,-18.5,5.75,-3.0
K,1631,18.5,5.75,3.0
K,1632,18.5,5.75,-3.0
K,1633,-27.5,8.75,51.0
K,1634,-27.5,8.75,45.0
K,1635,27.5,8.75,51.0
K,1636,27.5,8.75,45.0
K,1637,-17.5,8.75,51.0

!VOLUMES
(CURVED-BOLT)
V,119,419,393,93,109,4
09,385,85
V,93,393,379,79,85,385,
373,73
V,79,379,366,66,73,373,
361,61
V,66,366,353,53,61,361,
349,49
V,53,353,304,4,51,351,3
03,3
V,4,304,497,197,3,303,4
95,195
V,197,497,510,210,193,
493,505,205
V,210,510,523,223,205,
505,517,217
V,223,523,537,237,217,
517,529,229
V,237,537,563,263,229,
529,553,253

V,419,719,693,393,409,
709,685,385
V,393,693,679,379,385,
685,673,373
V,379,679,666,366,373,
673,661,361
V,366,666,653,353,361,
661,649,349
V,353,653,604,304,351,
651,603,303
V,304,604,797,497,303,
603,795,495
V,497,797,810,510,493,
793,805,505
V,510,810,823,523,505,
805,817,517
V,523,823,837,537,517,
817,829,529
V,537,837,863,563,529,
829,853,553

!VOLUMES
(SUPPORT)
V,1623,1627,1631,1631,
288,252,272,272
V,288,252,272,272,1624
,1628,1632,1632
V,1621,1625,1629,1629,
144,108,128,128
V,144,108,128,128,1622
,1626,1630,1630
V,1635,1639,1643,1643,
588,552,572,572
V,588,552,572,572,1636
,1640,1644,1644
V,1633,1637,1641,1641,
444,408,428,428
V,444,408,428,428,1634
,1638,1642,1642
V,1647,1651,1655,1655,
888,852,872,872
V,888,852,872,872,1648
,1652,1656,1656
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V,1645,1649,1653,1653,
744,708,728,728
V,744,708,728,728,1646
,1650,1654,1654

!VOLUMES (SIDES)
V,1582,1543,1589,1200,
1574,1507,1597,1189
V,1543,1544,1590,1589,
1507,1508,1598,1597
V,1544,1545,1591,1590,
1508,1509,1599,1598
V,1545,1552,1595,1591,
1509,1516,1603,1599
V,1552,1553,1596,1595,
1516,1517,1604,1603
V,1553,1554,1609,1596,
1517,1518,1605,1604
V,1554,1586,1500,1609,
1518,1578,1489,1605
V,1581,1540,1543,1582,
1573,1504,1507,1574
V,1540,1541,1544,1543,
1504,1505,1508,1507
V,1541,1542,1545,1544,
1505,1506,1509,1508
V,1542,1549,1552,1545,
1506,1513,1516,1509
V,1549,1550,1553,1552,
1513,1514,1517,1516
V,1550,1551,1554,1553,
1514,1515,1518,1517
V,1551,1585,1586,1554,
1515,1577,1578,1518
V,1188,1488,1585,1581,
1177,1477,1577,1573
V,1056,1592,1561,1584,
1045,1600,1525,1576
V,1592,1593,1562,1561,
1600,1601,1526,1525
V,1593,1594,1563,1562,
1601,1602,1527,1526
V,1594,1610,1570,1563,
1602,1606,1534,1527

V,1610,1611,1571,1570,
1606,1607,1535,1534
V,1611,1612,1572,1571,
1607,1608,1536,1535
V,1612,1356,1588,1572,
1608,1345,1580,1536
V,1584,1561,1558,1583,
1576,1525,1522,1575
V,1561,1562,1559,1558,
1525,1526,1523,1522
V,1562,1563,1560,1559,
1526,1527,1524,1523
V,1563,1570,1567,1560,
1527,1534,1531,1524
V,1570,1571,1568,1567,
1534,1535,1532,1531
V,1571,1572,1569,1568,
1535,1536,1533,1532
V,1572,1588,1587,1569,
1536,1580,1579,1533
V,1583,1587,1344,1044,
1575,1579,1333,1033
!VOLUMES (
FILLING ABOVE
CURVED-BOLT)
V,108,708,696,96,119,7
19,693,93
V,96,696,684,84,93,693,
679,79
V,84,684,672,72,79,679,
666,66
V,72,672,660,60,66,666,
653,53
v,204,804,816,216,197,7
97,810,210
v,216,816,828,228,210,8
10,823,223
v,228,828,840,240,223,8
23,837,237
v,240,840,852,252,237,8
37,863,263
!VOLUME (BELOW
SUPPORT)

V,144,744,728,128,133,
733,721,121
VEXT,337,,,,,24
VEXT,339,,,,,-24
V,272,872,888,288,265,
865,877,277
VEXT,353,,,,,24
VEXT,355,,,,,-24
VEXT,142,,,,,21
VEXT,133,,,,,21
VEXT,105,,,,,-21
VEXT,114,,,,,-21
V,1646,1650,1654,1654,
1633,1637,1641,1641
V,1634,1638,1642,1642,
1621,1625,1629,1629
V,1652,1648,1656,1656,
1639,1635,1643,1643
V,1640,1636,1644,1644,
1627,1623,1631,1631

V,119,719,728,128,109,
709,721,121
V,263,863,872,272,253,
853,865,265
VEXT,397,,,,,24
VEXT,402,,,,,24
VEXT,398,,,,,-24
VEXT,403,,,,,-24

!GROUT VOLUME
V,58,658,610,10,53,653,
604,4
V,10,610,802,202,4,604,
797,197
VEXT,56,68,4,,,24
VEXT,82,94,4,,,24
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VEXT,5,20,5,,,-24
VEXT,297,312,5,,,-24
VEXT,295,310,5,,,24
VEXT,316,331,5,,,24
VEXT,37,53,5,,,-24
VEXT,318,333,5,,,-24
WPROT,90,90
WPOFF,0,0,1.25
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,-2.5
vSBW,ALL
WPSTYL,DEFA
!WORKING PLANE
OFFSET
WPOFF,0,0,8.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,3.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,3.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,65
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,3.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,3.5
vSBW,ALL
wpstyl
VEXT,605,,,,,24
VEXT,608,,,,,24
VEXT,589,,,,,24
VEXT,595,,,,,24
VEXT,597,,,,,24
VEXT,600,,,,,24
VEXT,582,,,,,24
VEXT,586,,,,,24
VEXT,596,,,,,-24
VEXT,591,,,,,-24
VEXT,610,,,,,-24
VEXT,603,,,,,-24
VEXT,580,,,,,-24

VEXT,575,,,,,-24
VEXT,432,,,,,-24
VEXT,32,,,,,-24

V,936,1236,1380,1080,9
35,1235,1379,1079
V,935,1235,1379,1079,9
46,1246,1390,1090
V,939,1239,1383,1083,9
14,1214,1358,1058
V,914,1214,1358,1058,9
13,1213,1357,1057
v,948,1248,1236,936,94
6,1246,1235,935
v,1080,1380,1392,1092,
1079,1379,1390,1090
v,939,1239,1214,914,93
7,1237,1213,913
v,1058,1358,1383,1083,
1057,1357,1381,1081
vEXT,1324,,,-2.35
VEXT,1536,,,2.35
VEXT,1538,,,-2.35
VEXT,1543,,,2.35

K,2523,14.4,0,84
K,2524,14.4,0,87.5
K,2525,48.5,0,80.5
K,2526,48.5,0,84
K,2527,48.5,0,87.5
K,2528,82,0,80.5
K,2529,82,0,84
K,2530,82,0,87.5
K,2531,96.5,0,80.5
K,2532,96.5,0,84
K,2533,96.5,0,87.5
!KEYPOINTS(BOTT
OM)
K,2534,-96.5,-0.96,80.5
K,2535,-96.5,-0.96,84
K,2536,-96.5,-0.96,87.5
K,2537,-14.4,-0.96,80.5
K,2538,-14.4,-0.96,84
K,2539,-14.4,-0.96,87.5
K,2540,-48.5,-0.96,80.5
K,2541,-48.5,-0.96,84
K,2542,-48.5,-0.96,87.5
K,2543,-82,-0.96,80.5
K,2544,-82,-0.96,84
K,2545,-82,-0.96,87.5

!GIRDER DESIGN
!KEYPOINTS(COINC
IDENT NODES)
K,2510,-96.5,0,80.5
K,2511,-96.5,0,84
K,2512,-96.5,0,87.5
K,2513,-14.4,0,80.5
K,2514,-14.4,0,84
K,2515,-14.4,0,87.5
K,2516,-48.5,0,80.5
K,2517,-48.5,0,84
K,2518,-48.5,0,87.5
K,2519,-82,0,80.5
K,2520,-82,0,84
K,2521,-82,0,87.5

K,2522,14.4,0,80.5

K,2546,14.4,-0.96,80.5
K,2547,14.4,-0.96,84
K,2548,14.4,-0.96,87.5
K,2549,48.5,-0.96,80.5
K,2550,48.5,-0.96,84
K,2551,48.5,-0.96,87.5
K,2552,82,-0.96,80.5
K,2553,82,-0.96,84
K,2554,82,-0.96,87.5
K,2555,96.5,-0.96,80.5
K,2556,96.5,-0.96,84
K,2557,96.5,-0.96,87.5
!CORNERS
K,2558,-96.5,0,90.2
K,2559,-96.5,0,77.8
K,2560,-120.5,0,90.2
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K,2561,-120.5,0,77.8
K,2562,96.5,0,90.2
K,2563,96.5,0,77.8
K,2564,120.5,0,90.2
K,2565,120.5,0,77.8

K,2587,-120.5,21.7,77.8
K,2588,120.5,-21.7,90.2
K,2589,120.5,-21.7,77.8
!SECOND GIRDER

K,2566,-96.5,-0.96,90.2
K,2567,-96.5,-0.96,77.8
K,2568,-120.5,0.96,90.2
K,2569,-120.5,0.96,77.8
K,2570,96.5,-0.96,90.2
K,2571,96.5,-0.96,77.8
K,2572,120.5,-0.96,90.2
K,2573,120.5,-0.96,77.8
!WEB
K,2574,-120.5,0.96,83.7
K,2575,-120.5,0.96,84.3
K,2576,120.5,-0.96,83.7
K,2577,120.5,-0.96,84.3
K,2578,-120.5,20.74,83.7
K,2579,-120.5,20.74,84.3
K,2580,120.5,20.74,83.7
K,2581,120.5,20.74,84.3
!FLANGE
K,2582,-120.5,20.74,90.2
K,2583,-120.5,20.74,77.8
K,2584,120.5,20.74,90.2
K,2585,120.5,20.74,77.8
K,2586,-120.5,21.7,90.2

KGEN,2,2510,2589,1,,,72,0,1,0
!GIRDER VOLUMES
V,2574,2575,2579,2578,
2576,2577,2581,2580
V,2582,2583,2587,2586,
2584,2585,2589,2588
V,2561,2560,2568,2569,
2559,2558,2566,2567
V,2563,2562,2570,2571,
2565,2564,2572,2573
V,2559,2510,2534,2567,
2563,2531,2555,2571
V,2512,2558,2566,2536,
2533,2562,2570,2557
V,2510,2511,2535,2534,
2519,2520,2544,2543
V,2519,2520,2544,2543,
2516,2517,2541,2540
V,2516,2517,2541,2540,
2513,2514,2538,2537
V,2513,2514,2538,2537,
2522,2523,2547,2546
V,2522,2523,2547,2546,
2525,2526,2550,2549
V,2525,2526,2550,2549,
2528,2529,2553,2552
V,2528,2529,2553,2552,
2531,2532,2556,2555
V,2511,2512,2536,2535,
2520,2521,2545,2544
V,2520,2521,2545,2544,
2517,2518,2542,2541
V,2517,2518,2542,2541,
2514,2515,2539,2538

V,2514,2515,2539,2538,
2523,2524,2548,2547
V,2523,2524,2548,2547,
2526,2527,2551,2550
V,2526,2527,2551,2550,
2529,2530,2554,2553
V,2529,2530,2554,2553,
2532,2533,2557,2556
VSEL,S,,,299,302,1
VSEL,A,,,355,370,1
VGEN,2,ALL,,,,0,72,,0,0
allsel,all
WPSTYL,DEFA
WPOFF,0,0,48
WPROT,0,0,0
vSBW,ALL
WPSTYL,DEFA
WPOFF,0,0,0
WPROT,90,90
vSBW,ALL
wpstyl
!MOVE GROUT
VSEL,S,,,14,18,4
VSEL,A,,,70
VSEL,A,,,81,83,2
VSEL,A,,,128
VSEL,A,,,164,166,2
VSEL,A,,,182,184,2
VSEL,A,,,185,188,3
VSEL,A,,,189,192,3
VSEL,A,,,194,206,12
VSEL,A,,,221,223,2
VSEL,A,,,226,229,3
VSEL,A,,,233,236,3
VSEL,A,,,240,244,4
VSEL,A,,,253,255,2
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VSEL,A,,,258,263,5
VSEL,A,,,271,287,16
VSEL,A,,,290,294,4
VSEL,A,,,317,319,2
VSEL,A,,,322,324,2
VSEL,A,,,328,330,2
VSEL,A,,,348,349,1
VSEL,A,,,351,354,3
VGEN,2,ALL,,,,10,,,,0
VSEL,S,,,14,18,4
VSEL,A,,,70
VSEL,A,,,81,83,2
VSEL,A,,,128
VSEL,A,,,164,166,2
VSEL,A,,,182,184,2
VSEL,A,,,185,188,3
VSEL,A,,,189,192,3
VSEL,A,,,194,206,12
VSEL,A,,,221,223,2
VSEL,A,,,226,229,3
VSEL,A,,,233,236,3
VSEL,A,,,240,244,4
VSEL,A,,,253,255,2
VSEL,A,,,258,263,5
VSEL,A,,,271,287,16
VSEL,A,,,290,294,4
VSEL,A,,,317,319,2
VSEL,A,,,322,324,2
VSEL,A,,,328,330,2
VSEL,A,,,348,349,1
VSEL,A,,,351,354,3
VDELE,ALL,,,1
VSEL,S,,,391,432,1
VGEN,,ALL,,,,-10,,,,1
!GLUE
!GROUT
VSEL,S,,,295,298,1
VSEL,A,,,391,432,1
VSEL,A,,,455,464,1
vglue,all

!GIRDER 1
VSEL,S,,,36,43,7
VSEL,A,,,51,58,7
VSEL,A,,,247,248,1
VSEL,A,,,273,278,1
VSEL,A,,,301,302,1
VSEL,A,,,357,359,1
VSEL,A,,,361,366,1
VSEL,A,,,368,370,1
vglue,all
!GIRDER 2
VSEL,S,,,279,286,1
VSEL,A,,,288,289,1
VSEL,A,,,292,293,1
VSEL,A,,,373,374,1
VSEL,A,,,377,379,1
VSEL,A,,,381,386,1
VSEL,A,,,388,390,1
vglue,all
!SUPPORTS
VSEL,S,,,21,32,1
vglue,all
!CONCRETE
VSEL,S,,,36,43,7
VSEL,A,,,51,58,7
VSEL,A,,,247,248,1
VSEL,A,,,273,278,1
VSEL,A,,,301,302,1
VSEL,A,,,357,359,1
VSEL,A,,,361,366,1
VSEL,A,,,368,370,1
VSEL,A,,,392,394,2
VSEL,A,,,395,398,3
VSEL,A,,,401,403,1
VSEL,A,,,405
VSEL,A,,,408,412,1
VSEL,A,,,414,417,1
VSEL,A,,,420,429,1
VSEL,A,,,295,300,1
VSEL,A,,,355,356,1
VSEL,A,,,360,367,7

VSEL,A,,,371,372,1
VSEL,A,,,375,376,1
VSEL,A,,,380,387,7
VSEL,A,,,391,393,2
VSEL,A,,,396,397,1
VSEL,A,,,399,400,1
VSEL,A,,,404,406,2
VSEL,A,,,407,413,6
VSEL,A,,,415,418,3
VSEL,A,,,419
VSEL,A,,,447,454,1
VSEL,A,,,461,479,1
VSEL,A,,,21,32,1
VSEL,INVE
vglue,all
! ATTRIBUTES
!CONCRETE
VSEL,S,,,36,43,7
VSEL,A,,,51,58,7
VSEL,A,,,247,248,1
VSEL,A,,,273,278,1
VSEL,A,,,301,302,1
VSEL,A,,,357,359,1
VSEL,A,,,361,366,1
VSEL,A,,,368,370,1
VSEL,A,,,392,394,2
VSEL,A,,,395,398,3
VSEL,A,,,401,403,1
VSEL,A,,,405
VSEL,A,,,408,412,1
VSEL,A,,,414,417,1
VSEL,A,,,420,429,1
VSEL,A,,,295,300,1
VSEL,A,,,355,356,1
VSEL,A,,,360,367,7
VSEL,A,,,371,372,1
VSEL,A,,,375,376,1
VSEL,A,,,380,387,7
VSEL,A,,,391,393,2
VSEL,A,,,396,397,1
VSEL,A,,,399,400,1
VSEL,A,,,404,406,2
VSEL,A,,,407,413,6
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VSEL,A,,,415,418,3
VSEL,A,,,419
VSEL,A,,,447,454,1
VSEL,A,,,461,479,1
VSEL,A,,,21,32,1
VSEL,INVE
VATT,1,1,1
!GROUT
VSEL,S,,,295,300,1
VSEL,A,,,355,356,1
VSEL,A,,,360,367,7
VSEL,A,,,371,372,1
VSEL,A,,,375,376,1
VSEL,A,,,380,387,7
VSEL,A,,,391,393,2
VSEL,A,,,396,397,1
VSEL,A,,,399,400,1
VSEL,A,,,404,406,2
VSEL,A,,,407,413,6
VSEL,A,,,415,418,3
VSEL,A,,,419
VSEL,A,,,447,454,1
VSEL,A,,,461,479,1
VATT,4,4,1
!GIRDERS
VSEL,S,,,36,43,7
VSEL,A,,,51,58,7
VSEL,A,,,247,248,1
VSEL,A,,,273,278,1
VSEL,A,,,301,302,1
VSEL,A,,,357,359,1
VSEL,A,,,361,366,1
VSEL,A,,,368,370,1
VSEL,A,,,392,394,2
VSEL,A,,,395,398,3
VSEL,A,,,401,403,1
VSEL,A,,,405
VSEL,A,,,408,412,1
VSEL,A,,,414
VSEL,A,,,416,417,1
VSEL,A,,,420,429,1
VATT,2,2,2

!SUPPORTS GLUED
TO CONCRETE
!SUPPORTS
VSEL,S,,,1,8,1
VSEL,A,,,11,12,1
VSEL,A,,,15,16,1
VATT,2,2,2
!CONCRETE(AGAIN)
VSEL,S,,,36,43,7
VSEL,A,,,51,58,7
VSEL,A,,,247,248,1
VSEL,A,,,273,278,1
VSEL,A,,,301,302,1
VSEL,A,,,357,359,1
VSEL,A,,,361,366,1
VSEL,A,,,368,370,1
VSEL,A,,,392,394,2
VSEL,A,,,395,398,3
VSEL,A,,,401,403,1
VSEL,A,,,405
VSEL,A,,,408,412,1
VSEL,A,,,414
VSEL,A,,,416,417,1
VSEL,A,,,420,429,1
VSEL,A,,,295,300,1
VSEL,A,,,355,356,1
VSEL,A,,,360,367,7
VSEL,A,,,371,372,1
VSEL,A,,,375,376,1
VSEL,A,,,380,387,7
VSEL,A,,,391,393,2
VSEL,A,,,396,397,1
VSEL,A,,,399,400,1
VSEL,A,,,404,406,2
VSEL,A,,,407,413,6
VSEL,A,,,415,418,3
VSEL,A,,,419
VSEL,A,,,447,454,1
VSEL,A,,,461,479,1
VSEL,A,,,1,8,1
VSEL,A,,,11,12,1
VSEL,A,,,15,16,1
VSEL,INVE

VATT,1,1,1
!ATTRIBUTE AND
MESH LINE
ELEMENTS
!CB1
LSEL,S,,,92,99,7
LSEL,A,,,104,109,5
LSEL,A,,,126,133,7
LSEL,A,,,138,143,5
LSEL,A,,,855
LSEL,A,,,869
LSEL,A,,,2538
LSEL,A,,,2550
LGLUE,ALL

!CB2
LSEL,S,,,2,13,11
LSEL,A,,,21,29,8
LSEL,A,,,50
LSEL,A,,,56,67,11
LSEL,A,,,75,83,8
LSEL,A,,,847
LSEL,A,,,2568
LSEL,A,,,2735
LGLUE,ALL

!CB3
LSEL,S,,,4,15,11
LSEL,A,,,23,31,8
LSEL,A,,,48
LSEL,A,,,58,69,11
LSEL,A,,,77,85,8
LSEL,A,,,846
LSEL,A,,,2592
LSEL,A,,,2613
LGLUE,ALL
!ATTRIBUTES
!CB1
LSEL,S,,,92,99,7
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LSEL,A,,,104,109,5
LSEL,A,,,126,128,2
LSEL,A,,,133,138,5
LSEL,A,,,143,149,6
LSEL,A,,,855
LSEL,A,,,869
LATT,3,3,3

!CB2
LSEL,S,,,2,13,11
LSEL,A,,,21,29,8
LSEL,A,,,50,56,6
LSEL,A,,,67,75,8
LSEL,A,,,83
LSEL,A,,,154,160,6
LSEL,A,,,847
LATT,3,3,3

!CB3
LSEL,S,,,4,15,11
LSEL,A,,,23,31,8
LSEL,A,,,48
LSEL,A,,,58,69,11
LSEL,A,,,77,85,8
LSEL,A,,,846
LSEL,A,,,164
LSEL,A,,,169
LATT,3,3,3
!MESHING
!MESH VOLUMES
USING GUI
!CURVED-BOLT
!CB1
LSEL,S,,,92,99,7
LSEL,A,,,104,109,5
LSEL,A,,,126,128,2
LSEL,A,,,133,138,5
LSEL,A,,,143,149,6
LSEL,A,,,855
LSEL,A,,,869
LMESH,ALL

!CB2
LSEL,S,,,2,13,11
LSEL,A,,,21,29,8
LSEL,A,,,50,56,6
LSEL,A,,,67,75,8
LSEL,A,,,83
LSEL,A,,,154,160,6
LSEL,A,,,847
LMESH,ALL

!CB3
LSEL,S,,,4,15,11
LSEL,A,,,23,31,8
LSEL,A,,,48
LSEL,A,,,58,69,11
LSEL,A,,,77,85,8
LSEL,A,,,846
LSEL,A,,,164
LSEL,A,,,169
LMESH,ALL
!SHEAR STUDS
(COMBIN39
ELEMENTS)
ALLSEL,ALL
KSEL,S,,,1510,1518,1
KSEL,A,,,1528,1536,1
KSEL,A,,,2522,2530,1
KSEL,A,,,2513,2521,1
KSEL,A,,,2055
KSEL,A,,,2132
KSEL,A,,,2212
KSEL,A,,,2038
KSEL,A,,,2118
KSEL,A,,,2198
NSLK,S
TYPE,7
REAL,7
ESYS,0
SECNUM,,
TSHAP,LINE
EINTF,0.0001,,LOW,0,
0,0,0,0

ALLSEL,ALL
KSEL,S,,,1501,1509,1
KSEL,A,,,1519,1527,1
KSEL,A,,,2417,2427,2
KSEL,A,,,2391,2411,4
KSEL,A,,,2392,2412,4
KSEL,A,,,1815
KSEL,A,,,1895
KSEL,A,,,1975
KSEL,A,,,1798
KSEL,A,,,1878
KSEL,A,,,1958
NSLK,S
TYPE,7
REAL,7
ESYS,0
SECNUM,,
TSHAP,LINE
EINTF,0.0001,,LOW,0,
0,0,0,0
!CONTACT AND
TARGET ELEMENTS
!GROUT CONCRETE
INTERFACE
!TARGET
ELEMENTS
(GROUT)
ASEL,S,,,1569
ASEL,A,,,1592
ASEL,A,,,1597,1598,1
ASEL,A,,,1618
ASEL,A,,,1653
ASEL,A,,,1669,1674,5
ASEL,A,,,1692,1698,6
ASEL,A,,,1720,1722,2
ASEL,A,,,1753,1773,20
ASEL,A,,,1777,1780,3
ASEL,A,,,1803,1806,3
ASEL,A,,,1814,1815,1
ASEL,A,,,1823,1844,21
ASEL,A,,,1851,1855,4
ASEL,A,,,1876,1880,4
ASEL,A,,,1886,1895,9
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ASEL,A,,,1908,1912,4
ASEL,A,,,2031,2033,1
ASEL,A,,,2035,2037,1
ASEL,A,,,2041,2046,5
ASEL,A,,,2051,2055,4
ASEL,A,,,2056,2060,1
ASEL,A,,,2121,2125,4
ASEL,A,,,2127,2131,4
ASEL,A,,,2134,2138,4
ASEL,A,,,2141,2144,3
ASEL,A,,,2146,2150,2
NSLA,S,1
TYPE,4
MAT,5
REAL,5
TSHAPE,QUAD
ESURF,,TOP

!CONTACT
ELEMENTS
(CONCRETE)
ASEL,S,,,67
ASEL,A,,,308
ASEL,A,,,434
ASEL,A,,,652,677,25
ASEL,A,,,775,806,31
ASEL,A,,,898
ASEL,A,,,965
ASEL,A,,,1010
ASEL,A,,,1038,1055,17
ASEL,A,,,1084,1103,19
ASEL,A,,,1161
ASEL,A,,,1379
ASEL,A,,,1416,1438,22
ASEL,A,,,1481
ASEL,A,,,1517,1523,6
ASEL,A,,,1678
ASEL,A,,,1755
ASEL,A,,,1971,1975,4
ASEL,A,,,1980,1990,5
ASEL,A,,,1994,1999,5
ASEL,A,,,2169
ASEL,A,,,2213,2223,10
ASEL,A,,,2226,2229,3

ASEL,A,,,2234,2239,5
ASEL,A,,,2262,2282,20
ASEL,A,,,2304,2316,12
ASEL,A,,,2324,2328,4
ASEL,A,,,2331,2333,2
ASEL,A,,,2348,2359,11
ASEL,A,,,2361
ASEL,A,,,2434,2437,3
ASEL,A,,,2441,2444,3
ASEL,A,,,2448,2451,3
ASEL,A,,,2455,2458,3
NSLA,S,1
TYPE,5
MAT,1
REAL,5
Esurf,,TOP
!TARGET
ELEMENTS
(CONCRETE)
ASEL,S,,,80
ASEL,A,,,161,166,5
ASEL,A,,,176,181,5
ASEL,A,,,195,199,4
ASEL,A,,,207,211,4
ASEL,A,,,232,237,5
ASEL,A,,,247,252,5
ASEL,A,,,266,270,4
ASEL,A,,,278,282,4
ASEL,A,,,685,699,14
ASEL,A,,,728,744,16
ASEL,A,,,792
ASEL,A,,,801,815,14
ASEL,A,,,836
ASEL,A,,,861
ASEL,A,,,879,884,5
ASEL,A,,,887,890,3
ASEL,A,,,893,901,8
ASEL,A,,,904,910,3
ASEL,A,,,988,990,2
ASEL,A,,,1007
ASEL,A,,,1079
ASEL,A,,,1251
ASEL,A,,,1263,1270,7
ASEL,A,,,1283

ASEL,A,,,1400,1403,3
ASEL,A,,,1420,1441,21
ASEL,A,,,1455,1458,3
ASEL,A,,,1536
ASEL,A,,,1706
ASEL,A,,,1733,1747,14
ASEL,A,,,1875
ASEL,A,,,1987,1992,5
ASEL,A,,,1995,2001,6
ASEL,A,,,2073,2076,3
ASEL,A,,,2083,2087,4
ASEL,A,,,2095,2099,4
ASEL,A,,,2105,2108,3
ASEL,A,,,2112,2118,3
ASEL,A,,,2153
ASEL,A,,,2208
ASEL,A,,,2243,2249,6
ASEL,A,,,2270
ASEL,A,,,2294,2300,6
ASEL,A,,,2313,2322,9
ASEL,A,,,2345,2356,11
ASEL,A,,,2657,2662,5
ASEL,A,,,2665,2671,6
NSLA,S,1
TYPE,4
MAT,5
REAL,8
TSHAPE,QUAD
ESURF,,TOP
!CONTACT
ELEMENTS
(GIRDER)
ASEL,S,,,167
ASEL,A,,,239
ASEL,A,,,1204,1212,8
ASEL,A,,,1603,1613,5
ASEL,A,,,1623,1628,5
ASEL,A,,,1633,1639,6
ASEL,A,,,1643,1647,4
ASEL,A,,,1649,1654,5
ASEL,A,,,1655,1658,3
ASEL,A,,,1659
ASEL,A,,,1662,1663,1
ASEL,A,,,1704,1709,5
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ASEL,A,,,1714,1724,10
ASEL,A,,,1729,1734,5
ASEL,A,,,1740,1744,4
ASEL,A,,,1748,1756,8
ASEL,A,,,1760,1764,4
ASEL,A,,,1776,1791,15
ASEL,A,,,1810,1828,18
ASEL,A,,,1942,1944,2
ASEL,A,,,1946,1949,3
!ASEL,A,,,1956,1963,7
!ASEL,A,,,2044
!ASEL,A,,,2062
NSLA,S,1
TYPE,5
MAT,1
REAL,8
Esurf,,TOP

!SOLUTION PARAMETERS
FINISH
/SOLU
allsel,all
!—control parameters –
cnvtol,f,,0.05,2,.01
nsubst,200
outres,all,all
autots,1
lnsrch,1

ncnv,2
neqit,1000
pred,on
time,300
BCSOPTION,,INCORE,,,,OFF
EQSLV,SPARSE
solve
FINISH
/SOLU
allsel,all
!—control parameters
cnvtol,f,,0.05,2,.01
!Define force as
the convergence limit, 0.05
nsubst,1000,2000
!Load steps are
1000, the maximum load step are 2000
outres,all,all
!Output all the data to
the result file
!Set auto stepping on
autots,1
lnsrch,1
!Set line search on
ncnv,2
!Finish but not exit if
not convergent
neqit,50
!Maximum iteration in
each step is 50
pred,on
!Set prediction option
on
time,25
!Set time 25 second
solve
finish
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APPENDIX B :
SHEAR MODELS
B.1

POST-TENSIONED CONNECTION

finish
/clear
/title, Post-tensioned
Connection
/PREP7
!MATERIALS
!STEEL
area=0.44
Es=29E6
!change
Us=0.3
!CONCRETE
ELASTIC RATIO
Ec=3823676.242
Eg=4030508.653
!CONCRETE
POISSON RATIO
Uc=0.2
!CONCRETE
COMPRESSIVE AND
TENSILE
STRENGTH
fc=4500
fg=5000
ft=360
fy=60000
fgt=500
!CONCRETE
ELEMENT
ET,1,SOLID65
KEYOPT,1,3,2
KEYOPT,1,7,1
!STEEL ELEMENT
ET,2,SOLID45

KEYOPT,2,1,0
KEYOPT,2,3,0
KEYOPT,2,5,1
!REBAR ELEMENT
ET,3,LINK8
!CONTACT AND
TARGET ELEMENT
ET,4,TARGE170
ET,5,CONTA173
KEYOPT,5,10,2
KEYOPT,5,2,1
KEYOPT,5,12,5
KEYOPT,5,9,1
KEYOPT,5,5,1
!REAL CONSTANTS
R,1,3,0.0068,0,0,3,0.024
6,
RMORE,0,90,,,,,,
R,2,,area
R,3,0.44 !csa,initial
strain
R,4
R,5,,,-533333.33,,0.003,,
R,6,0.5
R,8,,,1.0,,,,

!MATERIAL
PROPERTIES
MP,EX,1,Ec
MP,PRXY,1,Uc
TB,MISO,1,,4
TBPT,DEFI,0.00039385
86723,1680

TBPT,DEFI,0.0013,444
9.63
TBPT,DEFI,0.0022,550
3.57
TBPT,DEFI,0.00262,56
00
TB,CONCR,1,
TBDATA,1,0.2,0.6,ft,1,,
MP,EX,2,Es
MP,PRXY,2,Us
TB,MISO,2,,3
TBPT,DEFI,0.00172413
791,50000
TBPT,DEFI,0.0035,600
00
TBPT,DEFI,0.0070,700
00
MP,EX,3,Es
MP,PRXY,3,Us
TB,BISO,3,,2
TBDAT,,Fy,29000.
!MP,ALPX,3,12E-6
MP,EX,4,Eg
MP,PRXY,4,Uc
TB,MISO,4,,4
TBPT,DEFI,0.00038050
36283,1680
TBPT,DEFI,0.0013,444
9.63
TBPT,DEFI,0.0022,550
3.57
TBPT,DEFI,0.00262,60
00
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TB,CONCR,4,1,,1
TBDATA,1,0.2,0.6,fgt,1,,
TB,CZM,5,1,,CBDD
TBDATA,1,600,0.0015,
,,0.01,
MP,EX,6,Es
MP,PRXY,6,Us
TB,MISO,6,,3
TBPT,DEFI,0.00172413
7931,50000
TBPT,DEFI,0.0035,600
00
TBPT,DEFI,0.0070,700
00
!MODELLING
!KEYPOINTS
K,1,0.5,0
K,2,0.5,1.75
K,3,1.25,2.5
K,4,1.25,6.0
K,5,0.75,6.75
K,6,0.75,8.75
K,7,-0.5,0
K,8,-0.5,1.75
K,9,-1.25,2.5
K,10,-1.25,6.0
K,11,-0.75,6.75
K,12,-0.75,8.75
K,13,96.5,0
K,14,96.5,8.75
K,15,-96.5,0
K,16,-96.5,8.75

KGEN,2,33,36,1,,,144,0,
1,0
!VOLUMES
V,7,23,17,1,8,24,18,2
V,8,24,18,2,9,25,19,3
V,9,25,19,3,10,26,20,4
V,10,26,20,4,11,27,21,5
V,11,27,21,5,12,28,22,6
V,6,22,38,34,5,21,20,4
V,12,28,40,36,11,27,26,
10
V,3,19,18,2,33,37,17,1
V,9,25,24,8,35,39,23,7
V,36,40,32,16,35,39,31,
15
v,33,37,29,13,34,38,30,1
4
!working plane
WPROT,90,90
WPOFF,0,0,5.75
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,18.25
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,-29.75
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,-18.25
vSBW,ALL

WPOFF,0,0,34
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,14
vSBW,ALL
WPSTYL,DEFA
wpstyl
!MOVE GROUT
VSEL,S,,,1,5,1
VSEL,A,,,17,19,1
VSEL,A,,,21,25,1
VSEL,A,,,28,32,2
VSEL,A,,,38,40,2
VSEL,A,,,46,50,1
VSEL,A,,,66,76,5
VSEL,A,,,77,80,1
VSEL,A,,,106,110,1
VGEN,2,ALL,,,,10,,,,0
VSEL,S,,,1,5,1
VSEL,A,,,17,19,1
VSEL,A,,,21,25,1
VSEL,A,,,28,32,2
VSEL,A,,,38,40,2
VSEL,A,,,46,50,1
VSEL,A,,,66,76,5
VSEL,A,,,77,80,1
VSEL,A,,,106,110,1
VDELE,ALL,,,1

WPSTYL,DEFA
WPOFF,0,0,17
vSBW,ALL

KGEN,2,all,,,,,144,0,1,0
K,33,1.25,0
K,34,1.25,8.75
K,35,-1.25,0
K,36,-1.25,8.75

vSBW,ALL

WPOFF,0,0,14
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,34
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,14

VSEL,S,,,10,11,1
VSEL,A,,,15,20,5
VSEL,A,,,26
VSEL,A,,,34,37,1
VSEL,A,,,42
VSEL,A,,,55,56,1
VSEL,A,,,61,64,3
VSEL,A,,,67,70,1
VSEL,A,,,85,86,1
VSEL,A,,,91,99,2
VSEL,A,,,100,101,1
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VSEL,A,,,115,116,1
VSEL,A,,,121,126,1
VGEN,,ALL,,,,-10,,,,1
!GLUE
!OTHER THAN
GROUT
VSEL,S,,,10,11,1
VSEL,A,,,15,20,5
VSEL,A,,,26
VSEL,A,,,34,37,1
VSEL,A,,,42
VSEL,A,,,55,56,1
VSEL,A,,,61,64,3
VSEL,A,,,67,70,1
VSEL,A,,,85,86,1
VSEL,A,,,91,99,2
VSEL,A,,,100,101,1
VSEL,A,,,115,116,1
VSEL,A,,,121,126,1
VSEL,INVE
VGLUE,ALL
!GROUT
VSEL,S,,,10,11,1
VSEL,A,,,15,20,5
VSEL,A,,,26
VSEL,A,,,34,37,1
VSEL,A,,,42
VSEL,A,,,55,56,1
VSEL,A,,,61,64,3
VSEL,A,,,67,70,1
VSEL,A,,,85,86,1
VSEL,A,,,91,99,2
VSEL,A,,,100,101,1
VSEL,A,,,115,116,1
VSEL,A,,,121,126,1
VGLUE,ALL

!ATTRIBUTES
!GROUT
VSEL,S,,,10,11,1
VSEL,A,,,15,20,5

VSEL,A,,,26
VSEL,A,,,34,37,1
VSEL,A,,,42
VSEL,A,,,55,56,1
VSEL,A,,,61,64,3
VSEL,A,,,67,70,1
VSEL,A,,,85,86,1
VSEL,A,,,91,99,2
VSEL,A,,,100,101,1
VSEL,A,,,115,116,1
VSEL,A,,,121,126,1
VATT,4,4,1
!CONCRETE
VSEL,S,,,10,11,1
VSEL,A,,,15,20,5
VSEL,A,,,26
VSEL,A,,,34,37,1
VSEL,A,,,42
VSEL,A,,,55,56,1
VSEL,A,,,61,64,3
VSEL,A,,,67,70,1
VSEL,A,,,85,86,1
VSEL,A,,,91,99,2
VSEL,A,,,100,101,1
VSEL,A,,,115,116,1
VSEL,A,,,121,126,1
VSEL,INVE
VATT,1,1,1
!GROUT AND
CONCRETE
MESHED IN GUI
!TARGET
ELEMENTS
(GROUT)
ASEL,S,,,71
ASEL,A,,,98
ASEL,A,,,135
ASEL,A,,,174
ASEL,A,,,239,246,7
ASEL,A,,,260,266,6
ASEL,A,,,282
ASEL,A,,,358,365,7

ASEL,A,,,366,374,8
ASEL,A,,,379,382,3
ASEL,A,,,386
ASEL,A,,,473,474,1
ASEL,A,,,479,481,2
ASEL,A,,,484,485,1
ASEL,A,,,490,494,2
ASEL,A,,,495,500,5
ASEL,A,,,502,505,3
ASEL,A,,,507,510,3
ASEL,A,,,512,515,3
ASEL,A,,,517,520,3
ASEL,A,,,522,524,2
ASEL,A,,,525,528,3
ASEL,A,,,529,531,2
ASEL,A,,,532,534,2
ASEL,A,,,535,537,2
ASEL,A,,,538,541,3
ASEL,A,,,543,546,3
ASEL,A,,,548,550,2
ASEL,A,,,552,553,1
ASEL,A,,,555,556,1
ASEL,A,,,558,559,2
ASEL,A,,,561,562,1
ASEL,A,,,564,566,2
ASEL,A,,,567,570,3
ASEL,A,,,571,573,2
ASEL,A,,,574,576,2
ASEL,A,,,577,579,2
ASEL,A,,,580
NSLA,S,1
TYPE,4
MAT,5
REAL,5
TSHAPE,QUAD
ESURF,,TOP

!CONTACT
ELEMENTS
(CONCRETE)
ASEL,S,,,1,2,1
ASEL,A,,,5
ASEL,A,,,6,12,3
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ASEL,A,,,13,16,3
ASEL,A,,,18,19,1
ASEL,A,,,21,27,2
ASEL,A,,,31,43,4
ASEL,A,,,44,47,3
ASEL,A,,,52,59,7
ASEL,A,,,81,82,1
ASEL,A,,,86,88,2
ASEL,A,,,89,92,3
ASEL,A,,,102,103,1
ASEL,A,,,109,110,1
ASEL,A,,,113,118,5
ASEL,A,,,122,127,5
ASEL,A,,,144,151,7
ASEL,A,,,153,161,8
ASEL,A,,,168,173,5
ASEL,A,,,194,196,2
ASEL,A,,,197,199,2
ASEL,A,,,203,205,2
ASEL,A,,,206,208,2
ASEL,A,,,274,281,7
ASEL,A,,,312,314,2
ASEL,A,,,315,317,2
ASEL,A,,,321,323,2
ASEL,A,,,324,326,2
ASEL,A,,,362,364,2
ASEL,A,,,430,432,2
ASEL,A,,,433,435,2
ASEL,A,,,439,441,2
ASEL,A,,,442,444,2
NSLA,S,1
TYPE,5
MAT,1
REAL,5
Esurf,,TOP

!BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS
ASEL,S,,,270,276,6
ASEL,A,,,280,281,1
ASEL,A,,,645,651,6
ASEL,A,,,655,656,1
ASEL,A,,,1020,1026,6
ASEL,A,,,1030,1031,1
sfa,all,1,pres,300
allsel,all
ASEL,S,,,184
ASEL,A,,,281
ASEL,A,,,353
ASEL,A,,,431
ASEL,A,,,506
ASEL,A,,,581
ASEL,A,,,656
ASEL,A,,,731
ASEL,A,,,806
ASEL,A,,,834
ASEL,A,,,881
ASEL,A,,,956
ASEL,A,,,1031
sfa,all,1,pres,300
ASEL,S,,,158
ASEL,A,,,270
ASEL,A,,,323
ASEL,A,,,420
ASEL,A,,,484
ASEL,A,,,570

ASEL,A,,,645
ASEL,A,,,679
ASEL,A,,,720
ASEL,A,,,795
ASEL,A,,,870
ASEL,A,,,945
ASEL,A,,,1020
sfa,all,1,pres,300

allsel,all
!LOADING USING
GUI

FINISH
/SOLU
allsel,all
!—control parameters –
cnvtol,f,,0.05,2,.01
nsubst,200
outres,all,all
autots,1
lnsrch,1
ncnv,2
neqit,1000
pred,on
time,300
BCSOPTION,,INCORE,
,,,OFF
EQSLV,SPARSE
solve
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B.2

CURVED-BOLT CONNECTION

finish
/clear
/title, Curved-bolt
Connection
/PREP7
!MATERIALS
!STEEL
area=0.44
Es=29E6
!change
Us=0.3
!CONCRETE
ELASTIC RATIO
Ec=3823676.242
Eg=4030508.653
!CONCRETE
POISSON RATIO
Uc=0.2
!CONCRETE
COMPRESSIVE AND
TENSILE
STRENGTH
fc=4500
fg=5000
ft=360
fy=60000
fgt=500
!CONCRETE
ELEMENT
ET,1,SOLID65
KEYOPT,1,3,2
KEYOPT,1,7,1
!STEEL ELEMENT
ET,2,SOLID45
KEYOPT,2,1,0
KEYOPT,2,3,0
KEYOPT,2,5,1

!REBAR ELEMENT
ET,3,LINK8
!CONTACT AND
TARGET ELEMENT
ET,4,TARGE170
ET,5,CONTA173
KEYOPT,5,10,2
KEYOPT,5,2,1
KEYOPT,5,12,5
KEYOPT,5,9,1
KEYOPT,5,5,1
ET,9,LINK8
!REAL CONSTANTS
R,1,9,0.0733,0,0,9,0.44,
RMORE,0,90,,,,,,
!R,1,0,0.0053,0,90,0,0.0
042,90,0
R,2,,
!R,3,0.7854,0.0072254
!csa,initial strain
R,3,0.7854,0.0065
R,4
R,5,,,0.1,,,,
R,6,0.5
R,8,,,1.0,,,,
R,9,0.44
!MATERIAL
PROPERTIES
MP,EX,1,Ec
MP,PRXY,1,Uc
TB,MISO,1,,4
TBPT,DEFI,0.00039385
86723,1680
TBPT,DEFI,0.0013,444
9.63
TBPT,DEFI,0.0022,550
3.57

TBPT,DEFI,0.00262,56
00

TB,CONCR,1,
TBDATA,1,0.2,0.6,ft,1,,
MP,EX,2,Es
MP,PRXY,2,Us
TB,MISO,2,,3
TBPT,DEFI,0.00172413
791,50000
TBPT,DEFI,0.0035,600
00
TBPT,DEFI,0.0070,700
00
MP,EX,3,Es
MP,PRXY,3,Us
TB,BISO,3,,2
TBDAT,,Fy,29000.
!MP,ALPX,3,12E-6
MP,EX,4,Eg
MP,PRXY,4,Uc
TB,MISO,4,,4
TBPT,DEFI,0.00038050
36283,1680
TBPT,DEFI,0.0013,444
9.63
TBPT,DEFI,0.0022,550
3.57
TBPT,DEFI,0.00262,60
00
TB,CONCR,4,1,,1
TBDATA,1,0.2,0.6,fgt,1,,
TB,CZM,5,1,,CBDD
TBDATA,1,600,0.0015,
,,0.01,
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MP,EX,6,Es
MP,PRXY,6,Us
TB,MISO,6,,3
TBPT,DEFI,0.00172413
7931,50000
TBPT,DEFI,0.0035,600
00
TBPT,DEFI,0.0070,700
00
MP,EX,9,Es
MP,PRXY,9,Us
TB,BISO,9,,2
TBDAT,,Fy,29000.
!MODELLING
!KEYPOINTS
K,1,0,0
K,2,0,1.75
K,3,0,2.5
K,4,0,4.375
K,5,0,4.5
K,6,0,4.8125
K,7,0,5.375
K,8,0,5.75
K,9,0,6.125
K,10,0,6.75
K,11,0,7.25
K,12,0,8.75
K,13,-0.5,0
K,14,-0.5,1.75
K,15,-0.5,2.5
K,16,-0.5,4.375
K,17,-0.5,4.5
K,18,-0.5,4.8125
K,19,-0.5,5.375
K,20,-0.5,5.75
K,21,-0.5,6.125
K,22,-0.5,6.75
K,23,-0.5,7.25
K,24,-0.5,8.75
K,25,-0.75,0
K,26,-0.75,1.75
K,27,-0.75,2.5

K,28,-0.75,4.375
K,29,-0.75,4.5
K,30,-0.75,4.8125
K,31,-0.75,5.375
K,32,-0.75,5.75
K,33,-0.75,6.125
K,34,-0.75,6.75
K,35,-0.75,7.25
K,36,-0.75,8.75
K,37,-1.25,0
K,38,-1.25,1.75
K,39,-1.25,2.5
K,40,-1.25,4.375
K,41,-1.25,4.5
K,42,-1.25,4.8125
K,43,-1.25,5.375
K,44,-1.25,5.75
K,45,-1.25,6.125
K,46,-1.25,6.75
K,47,-1.25,7.25
K,48,-1.25,8.75
K,49,-3.60,0
K,50,-3.60,1.75
K,51,-3.60,2.5
K,52,-3.60,4.375
K,53,-3.60,4.5
K,54,-3.60,4.8125
K,55,-3.60,5.375
K,56,-3.60,5.75
K,57,-3.60,6.125
K,58,-3.60,6.75
K,59,-3.60,7.25
K,60,-3.60,8.75
K,61,-7.20,0
K,62,-7.20,1.75
K,63,-7.20,2.5
K,64,-7.20,4.375
K,65,-7.20,4.5
K,66,-7.20,4.8125
K,67,-7.20,5.375
K,68,-7.20,5.75
K,69,-7.20,6.125
K,70,-7.20,6.75
K,71,-7.20,7.25
K,72,-7.20,8.75

K,73,-10.8,0
K,74,-10.8,1.75
K,75,-10.8,2.5
K,76,-10.8,4.375
K,77,-10.8,4.5
K,78,-10.8,4.8125
K,79,-10.8,5.375
K,80,-10.8,5.75
K,81,-10.8,6.125
K,82,-10.8,6.75
K,83,-10.8,7.25
K,84,-10.8,8.75
K,85,-14.4,0
K,86,-14.4,1.75
K,87,-14.4,2.5
K,88,-14.4,4.375
K,89,-14.4,4.5
K,90,-14.4,4.8125
K,91,-14.4,5.375
K,92,-14.4,5.75
K,93,-14.4,6.125
K,94,-14.4,6.75
K,95,-14.4,7.25
K,96,-14.4,8.75
K,97,-17.5,0
K,98,-17.5,1.75
K,99,-17.5,2.5
K,100,-17.5,4.375
K,101,-17.5,4.5
K,102,-17.5,4.8125
K,103,-17.5,5.375
K,104,-17.5,5.75
K,105,-17.5,6.125
K,106,-17.5,6.75
K,107,-17.5,7.25
K,108,-17.5,8.75
K,109,-18.0,0
K,110,-18.0,1.75
K,111,-18.0,2.5
K,112,-18.0,4.375
K,113,-18.0,4.5
K,114,-18.0,4.8125
K,115,-18.0,5.375
K,116,-18.0,5.75
K,117,-18.0,6.125
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K,118,-18.0,6.75
K,119,-18.0,7.25
K,120,-18.0,8.75
K,121,-18.5,0
K,122,-18.5,1.75
K,123,-18.5,2.5
K,124,-18.5,4.375
K,125,-18.5,4.5
K,126,-18.5,4.8125
K,127,-18.5,5.375
K,128,-18.5,5.75
K,129,-18.5,6.125
K,130,-18.5,6.75
K,131,-18.5,7.25
K,132,-18.5,8.75
K,133,-27.5,0
K,134,-27.5,1.75
K,135,-27.5,2.5
K,136,-27.5,4.375
K,137,-27.5,4.5
K,138,-27.5,4.8125
K,139,-27.5,5.375
K,140,-27.5,5.75
K,141,-27.5,6.125
K,142,-27.5,6.75
K,143,-27.5,7.25
K,144,-27.5,8.75
K,145,-96.5,0
K,146,-96.5,1.75
K,147,-96.5,2.5
K,148,-96.5,4.375
K,149,-96.5,4.5
K,150,-96.5,4.8125
K,151,-96.5,5.375
K,152,-96.5,5.75
K,153,-96.5,6.125
K,154,-96.5,6.75
K,155,-96.5,7.25
K,156,-96.5,8.75
K,157,0.5,0
K,158,0.5,1.75
K,159,0.5,2.5
K,160,0.5,4.375
K,161,0.5,4.5
K,162,0.5,4.8125

K,163,0.5,5.375
K,164,0.5,5.75
K,165,0.5,6.125
K,166,0.5,6.75
K,167,0.5,7.25
K,168,0.5,8.75
K,169,0.75,0
K,170,0.75,1.75
K,171,0.75,2.5
K,172,0.75,4.375
K,173,0.75,4.5
K,174,0.75,4.8125
K,175,0.75,5.375
K,176,0.75,5.75
K,177,0.75,6.125
K,178,0.75,6.75
K,179,0.75,7.25
K,180,0.75,8.75
K,181,1.25,0
K,182,1.25,1.75
K,183,1.25,2.5
K,184,1.25,4.375
K,185,1.25,4.5
K,186,1.25,4.8125
K,187,1.25,5.375
K,188,1.25,5.75
K,189,1.25,6.125
K,190,1.25,6.75
K,191,1.25,7.25
K,192,1.25,8.75
K,193,3.60,0
K,194,3.60,1.75
K,195,3.60,2.5
K,196,3.60,4.375
K,197,3.60,4.5
K,198,3.60,4.8125
K,199,3.60,5.375
K,200,3.60,5.75
K,201,3.60,6.125
K,202,3.60,6.75
K,203,3.60,7.25
K,204,3.60,8.75
K,205,7.20,0
K,206,7.20,1.75
K,207,7.20,2.5

K,208,7.20,4.375
K,209,7.20,4.5
K,210,7.20,4.8125
K,211,7.20,5.375
K,212,7.20,5.75
K,213,7.20,6.125
K,214,7.20,6.75
K,215,7.20,7.25
K,216,7.20,8.75
K,217,10.8,0
K,218,10.8,1.75
K,219,10.8,2.5
K,220,10.8,4.375
K,221,10.8,4.5
K,222,10.8,4.8125
K,223,10.8,5.375
K,224,10.8,5.75
K,225,10.8,6.125
K,226,10.8,6.75
K,227,10.8,7.25
K,228,10.8,8.75
K,229,14.4,0
K,230,14.4,1.75
K,231,14.4,2.5
K,232,14.4,4.375
K,233,14.4,4.5
K,234,14.4,4.8125
K,235,14.4,5.375
K,236,14.4,5.75
K,237,14.4,6.125
K,238,14.4,6.75
K,239,14.4,7.25
K,240,14.4,8.75
K,241,17.5,0
K,242,17.5,1.75
K,243,17.5,2.5
K,244,17.5,4.375
K,245,17.5,4.5
K,246,17.5,4.8125
K,247,17.5,5.375
K,248,17.5,5.75
K,249,17.5,6.125
K,250,17.5,6.75
K,251,17.5,7.25
K,252,17.5,8.75
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K,253,18.0,0
K,254,18.0,1.75
K,255,18.0,2.5
K,256,18.0,4.375
K,257,18.0,4.5
K,258,18.0,4.8125
K,259,18.0,5.375
K,260,18.0,5.75
K,261,18.0,6.125
K,262,18.0,6.75
K,263,18.0,7.25
K,264,18.0,8.75
K,265,18.5,0
K,266,18.5,1.75
K,267,18.5,2.5
K,268,18.5,4.375
K,269,18.5,4.5
K,270,18.5,4.8125
K,271,18.5,5.375
K,272,18.5,5.75
K,273,18.5,6.125
K,274,18.5,6.75
K,275,18.5,7.25
K,276,18.5,8.75
K,277,27.5,0
K,278,27.5,1.75
K,279,27.5,2.5
K,280,27.5,4.375
K,281,27.5,4.5
K,282,27.5,4.8125
K,283,27.5,5.375
K,284,27.5,5.75
K,285,27.5,6.125
K,286,27.5,6.75
K,287,27.5,7.25
K,288,27.5,8.75
K,289,96.5,0
K,290,96.5,1.75
K,291,96.5,2.5
K,292,96.5,4.375
K,293,96.5,4.5
K,294,96.5,4.8125
K,295,96.5,5.375
K,296,96.5,5.75
K,297,96.5,6.125

K,298,96.5,6.75
K,299,96.5,7.25
K,300,96.5,8.75
!REPLICATE
KEYPOINTS
KGEN,3,all,,,,,48,0,1,0
KGEN,2,1,300,1,,,24,0,1,0
KGEN,2,1,300,1,,,120,0,
1,0
!KEYPOINTS ON
RIGHT

K,1621,-27.5,8.75,3.0
K,1622,-27.5,8.75,-3.0
K,1623,27.5,8.75,3.0
K,1624,27.5,8.75,-3.0
K,1625,-17.5,8.75,3.0
K,1626,-17.5,8.75,-3.0
K,1627,17.5,8.75,3.0
K,1628,17.5,8.75,-3.0
K,1629,-18.5,5.75,3.0
K,1630,-18.5,5.75,-3.0
K,1631,18.5,5.75,3.0
K,1632,18.5,5.75,-3.0

KGEN,2,1573,1580,1,,8.
75,,0,1,0

K,1633,-27.5,8.75,51.0
K,1634,-27.5,8.75,45.0
K,1635,27.5,8.75,51.0
K,1636,27.5,8.75,45.0
K,1637,-17.5,8.75,51.0
K,1638,-17.5,8.75,45.0
K,1639,17.5,8.75,51.0
K,1640,17.5,8.75,45.0
K,1641,-18.5,5.75,51.0
K,1642,-18.5,5.75,45.0
K,1643,18.5,5.75,51.0
K,1644,18.5,5.75,45.0

K,1597,96.5,0,8.5
K,1598,96.5,0,12
K,1599,96.5,0,15.5
K,1600,-96.5,0,8.5
K,1601,-96.5,0,12
K,1602,-96.5,0,15.5
K,1603,96.5,0,80.5
K,1604,96.5,0,84
K,1605,96.5,0,87.5
K,1606,-96.5,0,80.5
K,1607,-96.5,0,84
K,1608,-96.5,0,87.5

K,1645,-27.5,8.75,99.0
K,1646,-27.5,8.75,93.0
K,1647,27.5,8.75,99.0
K,1648,27.5,8.75,93.0
K,1649,-17.5,8.75,99.0
K,1650,-17.5,8.75,93.0
K,1651,17.5,8.75,99.0
K,1652,17.5,8.75,93.0
K,1653,-18.5,5.75,99.0
K,1654,-18.5,5.75,93.0
K,1655,18.5,5.75,99.0
K,1656,18.5,5.75,93.0

K,1573,48.5,0,-24
K,1574,82,0,-24
K,1575,-48.5,0,-24
K,1576,-82,0,-24
!REPLICATE
KGEN,2,1573,1576,1,,,1
44,0,1,0

KGEN,2,1597,1608,1,,8.
75,,0,1,0
!KEYPOINTS FOR
SUPPORTS
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!VOLUMES
(CURVED-BOLT)
V,119,419,393,93,109,4
09,385,85
V,93,393,379,79,85,385,
373,73
V,79,379,366,66,73,373,
361,61
V,66,366,353,53,61,361,
349,49
V,53,353,304,4,51,351,3
03,3
V,4,304,497,197,3,303,4
95,195
V,197,497,510,210,193,
493,505,205
V,210,510,523,223,205,
505,517,217
V,223,523,537,237,217,
517,529,229
V,237,537,563,263,229,
529,553,253
V,419,719,693,393,409,
709,685,385
V,393,693,679,379,385,
685,673,373
V,379,679,666,366,373,
673,661,361
V,366,666,653,353,361,
661,649,349
V,353,653,604,304,351,
651,603,303
V,304,604,797,497,303,
603,795,495
V,497,797,810,510,493,
793,805,505
V,510,810,823,523,505,
805,817,517
V,523,823,837,537,517,
817,829,529
V,537,837,863,563,529,
829,853,553

!VOLUMES
(SUPPORT)
V,1623,1627,1631,1631,
288,252,272,272
V,288,252,272,272,1624
,1628,1632,1632
V,1621,1625,1629,1629,
144,108,128,128
V,144,108,128,128,1622
,1626,1630,1630
V,1635,1639,1643,1643,
588,552,572,572
V,588,552,572,572,1636
,1640,1644,1644
V,1633,1637,1641,1641,
444,408,428,428
V,444,408,428,428,1634
,1638,1642,1642
V,1647,1651,1655,1655,
888,852,872,872
V,888,852,872,872,1648
,1652,1656,1656
V,1645,1649,1653,1653,
744,708,728,728
V,744,708,728,728,1646
,1650,1654,1654

!VOLUMES (SIDES)
V,1582,1543,1589,1200,
1574,1507,1597,1189
V,1543,1544,1590,1589,
1507,1508,1598,1597
V,1544,1545,1591,1590,
1508,1509,1599,1598
V,1545,1552,1595,1591,
1509,1516,1603,1599
V,1552,1553,1596,1595,
1516,1517,1604,1603
V,1553,1554,1609,1596,
1517,1518,1605,1604
V,1554,1586,1500,1609,
1518,1578,1489,1605

V,1581,1540,1543,1582,
1573,1504,1507,1574
V,1540,1541,1544,1543,
1504,1505,1508,1507
V,1541,1542,1545,1544,
1505,1506,1509,1508
V,1542,1549,1552,1545,
1506,1513,1516,1509
V,1549,1550,1553,1552,
1513,1514,1517,1516
V,1550,1551,1554,1553,
1514,1515,1518,1517
V,1551,1585,1586,1554,
1515,1577,1578,1518
V,1188,1488,1585,1581,
1177,1477,1577,1573
V,1056,1592,1561,1584,
1045,1600,1525,1576
V,1592,1593,1562,1561,
1600,1601,1526,1525
V,1593,1594,1563,1562,
1601,1602,1527,1526
V,1594,1610,1570,1563,
1602,1606,1534,1527
V,1610,1611,1571,1570,
1606,1607,1535,1534
V,1611,1612,1572,1571,
1607,1608,1536,1535
V,1612,1356,1588,1572,
1608,1345,1580,1536
V,1584,1561,1558,1583,
1576,1525,1522,1575
V,1561,1562,1559,1558,
1525,1526,1523,1522
V,1562,1563,1560,1559,
1526,1527,1524,1523
V,1563,1570,1567,1560,
1527,1534,1531,1524
V,1570,1571,1568,1567,
1534,1535,1532,1531
V,1571,1572,1569,1568,
1535,1536,1533,1532
V,1572,1588,1587,1569,
1536,1580,1579,1533
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V,1583,1587,1344,1044,
1575,1579,1333,1033
!VOLUMES (
FILLING ABOVE
CURVED-BOLT)
V,108,708,696,96,119,7
19,693,93
V,96,696,684,84,93,693,
679,79
V,84,684,672,72,79,679,
666,66
V,72,672,660,60,66,666,
653,53
v,204,804,816,216,197,7
97,810,210
v,216,816,828,228,210,8
10,823,223
v,228,828,840,240,223,8
23,837,237
v,240,840,852,252,237,8
37,863,263
!VOLUME (BELOW
SUPPORT)
V,144,744,728,128,133,
733,721,121
VEXT,337,,,,,24
VEXT,339,,,,,-24
V,272,872,888,288,265,
865,877,277
VEXT,353,,,,,24
VEXT,355,,,,,-24

V,1652,1648,1656,1656,
1639,1635,1643,1643
V,1640,1636,1644,1644,
1627,1623,1631,1631

V,119,719,728,128,109,
709,721,121
V,263,863,872,272,253,
853,865,265
VEXT,397,,,,,24
VEXT,402,,,,,24
VEXT,398,,,,,-24
VEXT,403,,,,,-24

!GROUT VOLUME
V,58,658,610,10,53,653,
604,4
V,10,610,802,202,4,604,
797,197
VEXT,56,68,4,,,24
VEXT,82,94,4,,,24
VEXT,5,20,5,,,-24
VEXT,297,312,5,,,-24
VEXT,295,310,5,,,24
VEXT,316,331,5,,,24
VEXT,37,53,5,,,-24
VEXT,318,333,5,,,-24
WPROT,90,90
WPOFF,0,0,1.25
vSBW,ALL

VEXT,142,,,,,21
VEXT,133,,,,,21
VEXT,105,,,,,-21
VEXT,114,,,,,-21

WPOFF,0,0,-2.5
vSBW,ALL

V,1646,1650,1654,1654,
1633,1637,1641,1641
V,1634,1638,1642,1642,
1621,1625,1629,1629

!WORKING PLANE
OFFSET
WPOFF,0,0,8.5
vSBW,ALL

WPSTYL,DEFA

WPOFF,0,0,3.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,3.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,65
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,3.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,3.5
vSBW,ALL
wpstyl
VEXT,605,,,,,24
VEXT,608,,,,,24
VEXT,589,,,,,24
VEXT,595,,,,,24
VEXT,597,,,,,24
VEXT,600,,,,,24
VEXT,582,,,,,24
VEXT,586,,,,,24
VEXT,596,,,,,-24
VEXT,591,,,,,-24
VEXT,610,,,,,-24
VEXT,603,,,,,-24
VEXT,580,,,,,-24
VEXT,575,,,,,-24
VEXT,432,,,,,-24
VEXT,32,,,,,-24

V,936,1236,1380,1080,9
35,1235,1379,1079
V,935,1235,1379,1079,9
46,1246,1390,1090
V,939,1239,1383,1083,9
14,1214,1358,1058
V,914,1214,1358,1058,9
13,1213,1357,1057
v,948,1248,1236,936,94
6,1246,1235,935
v,1080,1380,1392,1092,
1079,1379,1390,1090
v,939,1239,1214,914,93
7,1237,1213,913
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v,1058,1358,1383,1083,
1057,1357,1381,1081
vEXT,1324,,,-2.35
VEXT,1536,,,2.35
VEXT,1538,,,-2.35
VEXT,1543,,,2.35
!working plane
WPROT,90,90
WPOFF,0,0,24.5
vSBW,ALL
WPOFF,0,0,-49
vSBW,ALL
WPSTYL,DEFA
wpstyl
!MOVE GROUT
VSEL,S,,,14,18,4
VSEL,A,,,70
VSEL,A,,,81,83,2
VSEL,A,,,128
VSEL,A,,,164,166,2
VSEL,A,,,182,184,2
VSEL,A,,,185,188,3
VSEL,A,,,189,192,3
VSEL,A,,,194,206,12
VSEL,A,,,221,223,2
VSEL,A,,,226,229,3
VSEL,A,,,233,236,3
VSEL,A,,,240,244,4
VSEL,A,,,253,255,2
VSEL,A,,,258,263,5
VSEL,A,,,271,287,16
VSEL,A,,,290,294,4
VSEL,A,,,317,319,2
VSEL,A,,,322,324,2
VSEL,A,,,328,330,2
VSEL,A,,,348,349,1
VSEL,A,,,351,354,3
VGEN,2,ALL,,,,10,,,,0
VSEL,S,,,14,18,4
VSEL,A,,,70

VSEL,A,,,81,83,2
VSEL,A,,,128
VSEL,A,,,164,166,2
VSEL,A,,,182,184,2
VSEL,A,,,185,188,3
VSEL,A,,,189,192,3
VSEL,A,,,194,206,12
VSEL,A,,,221,223,2
VSEL,A,,,226,229,3
VSEL,A,,,233,236,3
VSEL,A,,,240,244,4
VSEL,A,,,253,255,2
VSEL,A,,,258,263,5
VSEL,A,,,271,287,16
VSEL,A,,,290,294,4
VSEL,A,,,317,319,2
VSEL,A,,,322,324,2
VSEL,A,,,328,330,2
VSEL,A,,,348,349,1
VSEL,A,,,351,354,3
VDELE,ALL,,,1
VSEL,S,,,1,7,1
VSEL,A,,,11,12,1
VSEL,A,,,15
VSEL,A,,,21,46,1
VSEL,A,,,48,49,1
VSEL,A,,,61,66,5
VSEL,A,,,67,72,5
VGEN,,ALL,,,,-10,,,,1
!GLUE
!OTHER THAN
GROUT
VSEL,S,,,1,7,1
VSEL,A,,,11,12,1
VSEL,A,,,15
VSEL,A,,,21,46,1
VSEL,A,,,48,49,1
VSEL,A,,,61,66,5
VSEL,A,,,67,72,5
VSEL,INVE
VGLUE,ALL

!GROUT
VSEL,S,,,1,7,1
VSEL,A,,,11,12,1
VSEL,A,,,15
VSEL,A,,,21,46,1
VSEL,A,,,48,49,1
VSEL,A,,,61,66,5
VSEL,A,,,67,72,5
VGLUE,ALL
! REGLUE AFTER
SUPPORTS
MODELLING
!OTHER THAN
GROUT
VSEL,S,,,1,3,2
VSEL,A,,,6,8,1
VSEL,A,,,12,15,3
VSEL,A,,,16,24,4
VSEL,A,,,26,27,1
VSEL,A,,,30,34,4
VSEL,A,,,50,60,1
VSEL,A,,,62,68,3
VSEL,A,,,74,82,8
VSEL,A,,,87,93,1
VSEL,A,,,96,97,1
VSEL,A,,,100,101,1
VSEL,A,,,104
VSEL,INVE
VGLUE,ALL
!GROUT
VSEL,S,,,1,3,2
VSEL,A,,,6,8,1
VSEL,A,,,12,15,3
VSEL,A,,,16,24,4
VSEL,A,,,26,27,1
VSEL,A,,,30,34,4
VSEL,A,,,50,60,1
VSEL,A,,,62,68,3
VSEL,A,,,74,82,8
VSEL,A,,,87,93,1
VSEL,A,,,96,97,1
VSEL,A,,,100,101,1
VSEL,A,,,104
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VGLUE,ALL

! ATTRIBUTES
!SUPPORTS
VSEL,S,,,22,23,1
VSEL,A,,,28,29,1
VSEL,A,,,111
VSEL,A,,,410
VSEL,A,,,419,424,1
VSEL,A,,,443,444,1
VSEL,A,,,446
VSEL,A,,,464
VSEL,A,,,489
VATT,2,2,2
!CONCRETE
VSEL,S,,,1,3,2
VSEL,A,,,6,8,1
VSEL,A,,,12,15,3
VSEL,A,,,16,24,4
VSEL,A,,,26,27,1
VSEL,A,,,30,34,4
VSEL,A,,,50,60,1
VSEL,A,,,62,68,3
VSEL,A,,,74,82,8
VSEL,A,,,87,93,1
VSEL,A,,,96,97,1
VSEL,A,,,100,101,1
VSEL,A,,,104
VSEL,A,,,22,23,1
VSEL,A,,,28,29,1
VSEL,A,,,111
VSEL,A,,,410
VSEL,A,,,419,424,1
VSEL,A,,,443,444,1
VSEL,A,,,446
VSEL,A,,,464
VSEL,A,,,489
VSEL,INVE
VATT,1,1,1
!GROUT
VSEL,S,,,1,3,2

VSEL,A,,,6,8,1
VSEL,A,,,12,15,3
VSEL,A,,,16,24,4
VSEL,A,,,26,27,1
VSEL,A,,,30,34,4
VSEL,A,,,50,60,1
VSEL,A,,,62,68,3
VSEL,A,,,74,82,8
VSEL,A,,,87,93,1
VSEL,A,,,96,97,1
VSEL,A,,,100,101,1
VSEL,A,,,104
VATT,4,4,1
!ATTRIBUTE AND
MESH LINE
ELEMENTS
!CB1
LSEL,S,,,18
LSEL,A,,,92,99,7
LSEL,A,,,104,109,5
LSEL,A,,,126,133,7
LSEL,A,,,138,143,5
LSEL,A,,,855
LSEL,A,,,869
LSEL,A,,,105
LGLUE,ALL

!CB2
LSEL,S,,,2,13,11
LSEL,A,,,21,29,8
LSEL,A,,,50
LSEL,A,,,56,67,11
LSEL,A,,,75,83,8
LSEL,A,,,183
LSEL,A,,,847
LSEL,A,,,1500
LGLUE,ALL

!CB3
LSEL,S,,,4,15,11
LSEL,A,,,23,31,8

LSEL,A,,,48
LSEL,A,,,58,69,11
LSEL,A,,,77,85,8
LSEL,A,,,237
LSEL,A,,,284
LSEL,A,,,846
LGLUE,ALL
!ATTRIBUTES
!CB1
LSEL,S,,,18
LSEL,A,,,62,66,4
LSEL,A,,,92,99,7
LSEL,A,,,104,109,5
LSEL,A,,,126,133,7
LSEL,A,,,138,143,5
LSEL,A,,,105
LATT,3,3,3

!CB2
LSEL,S,,,2,13,11
LSEL,A,,,21,29,8
LSEL,A,,,50,56,6
LSEL,A,,,67,75,8
LSEL,A,,,83
LSEL,A,,,130
LSEL,A,,,302
LSEL,A,,,847
LATT,3,3,3

!CB3
LSEL,S,,,4,15,11
LSEL,A,,,23,31,8
LSEL,A,,,48
LSEL,A,,,58,69,11
LSEL,A,,,77,85,8
LSEL,A,,,237
LSEL,A,,,408
LSEL,A,,,421
LATT,3,3,3
!MESHING
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!MESH VOLUMES
USING GUI
!CURVED-BOLT
!CB1
LSEL,S,,,18
LSEL,A,,,62,66,4
LSEL,A,,,92,99,7
LSEL,A,,,104,109,5
LSEL,A,,,126,133,7
LSEL,A,,,138,143,5
LSEL,A,,,105
LMESH,ALL

!CB2
LSEL,S,,,2,13,11
LSEL,A,,,21,29,8
LSEL,A,,,50,56,6
LSEL,A,,,67,75,8
LSEL,A,,,83
LSEL,A,,,130
LSEL,A,,,302
LSEL,A,,,847
LMESH,ALL

!CB3
LSEL,S,,,4,15,11
LSEL,A,,,23,31,8
LSEL,A,,,48
LSEL,A,,,58,69,11
LSEL,A,,,77,85,8
LSEL,A,,,237
LSEL,A,,,408
LSEL,A,,,421
LMESH,ALL
!TARGET
ELEMENTS
(GROUT)
ASEL,S,,,11,17,6
ASEL,A,,,22,27,5
ASEL,A,,,37
ASEL,A,,,53,55,2

ASEL,A,,,68
ASEL,A,,,82
ASEL,A,,,99
ASEL,A,,,108,111,3
ASEL,A,,,115,121,6
ASEL,A,,,128,129,1
ASEL,A,,,139,141,2
ASEL,A,,,167,177,10
ASEL,A,,,182
ASEL,A,,,199,202,3
ASEL,A,,,218,224,6
ASEL,A,,,230,238,8
ASEL,A,,,249
ASEL,A,,,260,262,2
ASEL,A,,,269,273,4
ASEL,A,,,275,276,1
ASEL,A,,,291
ASEL,A,,,310,318,4
ASEL,A,,,338,339,1
ASEL,A,,,342,351,9
ASEL,A,,,366,369,3
ASEL,A,,,381,386,5
NSLA,S,1
TYPE,4
MAT,5
REAL,5
TSHAPE,QUAD
ESURF,,TOP

!CONTACT
ELEMENTS
(CONCRETE)
ASEL,S,,,67,84,17
ASEL,A,,,308
ASEL,A,,,434
ASEL,A,,,652,677,25
ASEL,A,,,775
ASEL,A,,,806
ASEL,A,,,898
ASEL,A,,,965,995,30
ASEL,A,,,1010,1012,2
ASEL,A,,,1021,1038,17
ASEL,A,,,1053,1055,2
ASEL,A,,,1068,1084,16

ASEL,A,,,1103,1108,5
ASEL,A,,,1119
ASEL,A,,,1161,1188,27
ASEL,A,,,1278,1298,20
ASEL,A,,,1300
ASEL,A,,,1318,1320,2
ASEL,A,,,1365
ASEL,A,,,1426
ASEL,A,,,1505,1515,10
ASEL,A,,,1523
ASEL,A,,,1570
ASEL,A,,,1642,1684,42
ASEL,A,,,1705,1708,3
ASEL,A,,,1710,1726,4
ASEL,A,,,1814
ASEL,A,,,1928
NSLA,S,1
TYPE,5
MAT,1
REAL,5
Esurf,,TOP
! CONSTRAINTS
AND LOADS USING
GUI
FINISH
/SOLU
allsel,all
!—control parameters –
cnvtol,f,,0.05,2,.01
nsubst,200
outres,all,all
autots,1
lnsrch,1
ncnv,2
neqit,1000
pred,on
time,300
BCSOPTION,,INCORE,
,,,OFF
EQSLV,SPARSE
solve

